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Chapter 1

Why-Because-Analysis

1.1 A Short Introduction

The Why-Because-Analysis (WBA) is a formal method for analysing inci-

dents and accidents. It is as simple as it is formally rigorous, and can often

give a clearer view of what really went on, and what factors were in fact

causal factors in an incident or accident. In some cases, a Why-Because-

Analysis finds that events were causal factors of the accident, that were

dismissed by the official report, as having had no effect on the outcome.

The strict requirements for what WBA considers a causal factor are not

always entirely intuitive. Sometimes a perfectly functioning technical de-

vice can be a causal factor.

The Why-Because-Analysis looks at events, processes, states, un-

events, and asks in turn, “Why did A happen?” and answers, if possible,

“Because B happened”. A can have many different causes, so the answer

may be “Because B happened and C happened”. B and C must be neces-

13
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sary causal factors (NCF) of A, which means they must pass the Counterfac-

tual Test:

Definition of NCF B is a NCF of A, if the following statement is true: “If

B had not happened, then A would not have happened either”.

For the Why-Because-Analysis, the causal factors for an event must

also fulfill the “jointly sufficient” criterion. This means that if B and C and

D are all causal factors of A, then the statement “If B and C and D happen,

that A always happens” must be true.

Combined, we say that the causal factors of an event must satisfy,

the “INJS”-criterion, which means they must be ”individually necessary,

jointly sufficient”

1.2 Why-Because-Graph

An important part of a Why-Because-Analysis is the Why-Because-Graph

(WBG). A WBG is a directed graph, in which the nodes are events, states,

processes, un-events, and in which the edges (arrows) indicate “is a causal

factor of” . Such graphs, if they are not too big, give a good overview over

what happened why, and also allows one to study the causal relationships

of events in detail.

Traditionally, WBGs are created using a set of simple command line

tools, that read a description language called “WB-Script”, and create a

Postscript representation of the graph for presentation and print-out.

For a more in-depth description of Why-Because-Analysis see

[LAD98].



Chapter 2

The “Traditional” Tools

The traditional tools are a set of command line tools to create graphical

representations of a Why-Because Analysis or a Causal system analysis,

or make a Fault Tree representation from such analyses.

The command line tools are perl scripts to perform the necessary func-

tions.

2.1 WB2Dot

wb2dot is a tool that translates WB-Script files into a script file suitable

for the dot graph layout programme, It can also “pipe” the output directly

through the dot programme to create a Postscript representation. The WB-

script format has been described in detail in [LAD98] (Appendix C, p. 227).

See figure 2.11 for an example of WB-Script.

1In fact this is a simplified form of WB-Script, that does not differentiate between

events, states, processes, un-events

15



16 CHAPTER 2. THE “TRADITIONAL” TOOLS

[1] /* Event A // */

/\ [-.1] /* State B // */

/\ [-.2] /* Process C // */

[1.1] /\ [-.1] /* State D // */

[1.2] /\ [1.1.1] /* // */

/\ [-.1] /* Un-Event E // */

Figure 2.1: Example WB-Script

Figure 2.2 shows the resulting Graph.

1
Event A

1.1
State B

1.2
Process C

1.1.1
State D

1.2.1
Un-Event E

Figure 2.2: Example WB-Graph
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2.2 CID2Dot

The CI-Script format is an extension to the WB-script format, developed

by Peter Ladkin ([LAD00]), to deal with systems that have not yet failed.

In addition to discrete causal influences, it can also deal with fluents, influ-

encing other factors in a continuous manner. To denote the nature of such

influences, the possibility was added the to add labels to graph edges,

showing whether the influence is positive or negative, or whether there is

a temporal delay in the influence. wb2dot has been modified to deal with

the additional syntax of CI-script (see p. 19). See figure 2.3 for an example

of CI-Script, and figure 2.4 for a graphical rendering of the corresponding

Causal Influence Diagram.

2.3 CID2FT

In [LAD01] Peter Ladkin, Joachim Weidner and Bernd Sieker have shown

how to generate fault trees algorithmically from Causal Influence Dia-

grams; the algorithm can handle additional safety subsystems that have

been added to counteract the effects of influences that would contribute

to an accident and incorporate them into one fault tree. The algorithm

was implemented in a proof-of-concept version during a Projektseminar

by Bernd Sieker.
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[0] /* Ruptured(Tank) // */

/\ [1] /* Pressure(Tank) > N // */

[1] /\ [-.1] /* Quantity(Product) // + */

/\ [-.2] /* Temperature(Product) // + */

/\ [-.3] /* Fixed Volume // */

[1.1] /\ [-.1] /* Quantity(Steam) // +,TIME */

/\ [-.2] /* Quantity(HC) // +,TIME */

[1.2] /\ [1.1.1] /* // +,TIME */

/\ [1.1.2] /* // +,TIME */

/\ [-.3] /* Temperature(Steam) // + */

/\ [-.4] /* Temperature(HC) // + */

/\ [-.5] /* Temperature(Catalyst) // + */

[1.3] /\ [-.1] /* Closed(Vent1) // */

/\ [-.2] /* Closed(Vent2) // */

[1.1.1] /\ [-.1] /* Open(SteamValve) // */

Figure 2.3: Example CI-Script
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0
Ruptured(Tank)

1
Pressure(Tank) > N

1.1
Quantity(Product)

+

1.2
Temperature(Product)

+

1.3
Fixed Volume

1.1.1
Quantity(Steam)

+,TIME
1.1.2

Quantity(HC)

+,TIME

1.1.1.1
Open(SteamValve)

+,TIME

+,TIME

1.2.3
Temperature(Steam)

+

1.2.4
Temperature(HC)

+

1.2.5
Temperature(Catalyst)

+

1.3.1
Closed(Vent1)

1.3.2
Closed(Vent2)

Figure 2.4: Example CI-Graph

2.4 CiEdit

During the same Projektseminar, Joachim Weidner developed an early

version of a graphical interface for creating and manipulating Causal-

Influence-Graphs, or CI-Graphs, which are an extension to Why-Because-

Graphs. The original version had various shortcomings; I addressed some

of those problems and implemented a number of new functions as de-

scribed in chapter 4. The programme was originally designed only to han-

dle the extension of WBA, the CSA, or Causal System Analysis, which

was intended for examination of systems that had not yet suffered an acci-

dent or incident. The extensions, as described in [LAD00] consist of labels

on the edges in the Causal Influence Diagram (CID), to indicate whether

the influence was positive (“+”), negative, (“-”), or was delayed (“TIME”);

combinations of the labels were possible, e. g. “+,TIME”. It could not deal

correctly with simple WBA-Script files, however.
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So far CiEdit only runs on Unix-like operating systems, and requires a

number of other tools to be installed on the computer to function properly:

• Tcl/Tk, Version 8.32 ([TCL04])

• Ghostscript/Ghostview, a free Postscript interpreter and display

programme ([GSC04])

• AT&T’s “GraphViz” package, including the TclDot shared object

([GVZ04])

• The Perl programming language for the traditional tools ([PRL04])

It has been tested successfully on Linux, Solaris and NetBSD.

The programmes interact in various ways, for a detailed diagram see

figure 2.5.

2In version 8.4 the regular expression evaluation has changed, breaking CI-Script pars-

ing in some cases
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Interaction

File format

Storage

Ghostview Ghostscript

Dot

Cid2FT

Postscript

Postscript

Postscript

CI−Script

CI−Script
dot

CiEdit

Interactive
Manipulation

Cid2Dot

Printer Format

Rendered Graphics

Rendered Graphics

Printer Format

Postscript

dotCI−Script

Printer

User I/O

����

Figure 2.5: CiEdit-Topology
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Chapter 3

Advanced Visualisation Concepts

3.1 Problems with complex WB-Graphs

If a graph gets too large (about 40 or more nodes), it can not longer be

easily fitted on a single A4 page. It no longer provides a quick insight into

how events developed, and it may be necessary to split the graphs across

several pages. This can be done using the poster utility ([POS04]), which

splits the Postscript file across multiple pages, which can then be cut and

taped back together. This improves readability of node labels, but does

not always give a clearer look at the whole picture.

3.2 Splitting graphs

A solution is to provide a computer-assisted method for splitting the

graph itself into subgraphs, each dealing with only a limited subsystem,

and replacing the subgraph-start-nodes in the main graph with a special

23
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symbol indicating which subgraph will be attached there to assemble the

complete graph.

This is not a trivial task, since WB-Graphs can have a topology more

complex than a tree, so that individual nodes may belong to more than

one subgraph.

In cases where there are distinct subsystems that have failed, that

seems a useful point for separation, but sometimes it is less obvious. In

most cases this cannot be done automatically in a sensible way, and the

decision has to be left to the human operator.

However, the programme should offer an easy way to mark nodes at

which to split the graph, and allow the separate printout of the ”skeleton”

graph and also the individual subgraphs.

The problem here is one of uniquely numbering nodes to identify iden-

tical nodes in more than one subgraph. Up to now the node ID is a so-

called path number, that is made up of the node’s first parent’s path and an

added dot and number, starting from 1; e. g. if the first parent’s node’s

path was “1.2.1.3”, the node would get the path “1.2.1.3.1”. The old com-

mand line tools require a consistent node path numbering to work cor-

rectly. If CiEdit does not guarantee that consistency inside each individual

subgraph, incorrect renderings or error messages may occur.

To still be able to make Postscript renderings of the graph by using

the traditional command line tools, the CiEdit programme has to resort

to a “re-indexing” function, that will restore a consistent path numbering

within the graph. When this is done for each individual subgraph, identi-

cal nodes may end up with different path numbers.



Chapter 4

CiEdit2: extensions to CiEdit

CiEdit2 is based on CiEdit (see 2.4). It has a number of improvements

and simplifications, to make it suitable for handling the separate display

of subgraphs of a Why-Because-Graph and the “skeleton” graph, i. e. the

graph without the subgraphs.

4.1 The interface

The main interface is largely unchanged from the old CiEdit, see figure 4.1

for a screenshot of the main window.

The CD-ROM (see A.5) contains a small Introduction to the use of

CiEdit in HTML, and also a short Tutorial movie, guiding through the

first steps with the programme.

25
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Figure 4.1: The main window of CiEdit2
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4.2 File format: CausalML

CiEdit used CI-Script, or WB-Script, respectively, as the main file format,

and also as the interface file format for temporary files to be passed to the

cid2dot and cid2ft programmes (see figure 2.5).

These command line tools depend on a consistent path numbering of

the nodes. This puts unnecessary restrictions on the IDs that nodes may

have. In particular, it creates a problem (or at least a nuisance), if one has to

edit the graph manually, or introduces new nodes between existing nodes

in the graphical interface.

These problems caused by the use of the CI-Script/WB-Script syntax

are hard to overcome, and, since we now have a graphical user interface,

we do not need it any longer, as long as there is an adequate replacement,

that does not suffer from the same problems.

As it happens, Oliver Lemke of IfEV1, in co-operation with Mirco

Hilbert of RVS2, Luke Emmet of Adelard, and Fergus Toolan of UCD3,

has developed a new common file format for Why-Because-Graphs based

on XML. The XML schema file is available on the Internet at

http://ivev8.ivev.bau.tu-bs.de/forschung/rca/CausalML/downloads/CausalML 1.0.1.xsd

(15 February 2004).

The main advantage of the old Script formats is slightly better human

1Institut für Eisenbahnwesen und Verkehrssicherung, Technische Universität Braun-

schweig

2Arbeitsgruppe Rechnernetze und verteilte Systeme, Technische Fakultät, Universität

Bielefeld

3University College Dublin
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readability, although that also tends to get lost on big graphs. Path num-

bers like “1.3.1.1.1.1.1.1” are not rare, and one quickly loses track of the

number of “1”s. Editing XML purely by hand is a nuisance, but there are

a number of powerful specialised XML editors that, given the schema or

DTD, can verify during the input that the XML text conforms to the spec-

ifications. CausalML is defined in a way that ensures that only references

to existing causal factors are allowed.

The format allows arbitrary (subject only to the limitations of IDs in

XML) node IDs, that do not have to adhere to any consistency pattern as

long as they are unique. It becomes thus easier to manipulate the graph,

insert nodes, delete others, and so on, without having to re-index the

graph; most importantly, this will help alleviate the problem of including

nodes in more than one subgraph when splitting the graph.

For reading and writing CausalML files the CiEdit2 programme re-

quires the following sets to be installed in addition to the requirements

of CiEdit:

• tcllib Version 1.3 ([TLL04])

• tclxml Version 2.6 ([TLX04])

• tcldom Version 2.6 ([TLX04])

4.3 Removal of cid2dot, cid2ft

Since cid2dot/wb2dot and cid2ft rely on the “old” CI-Script file format,

CiEdit2 has to do without them. It therefore no longer needs the Perl pro-
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gramming language to be installed on the computer4.

The interrelationships between the various parts of the CiEdit2 suite

are slightly simpler than for CiEdit. The most important change is

that the steps of processing in Cid2Dot/Cid2FT and dot are missing.

CiEdit2 uses Tcldot’s Postscript export function to create Postscript files

of the graph directly and have them interpreted and displayed using the

ghostscript/ghostview combination.

The diagram in figure 4.2 shows the workings of the CiEdit2 pro-

gramme suite, consisting of CiEdit, Tcl/Tk, GraphViz with Tcldot, and

ghostscript/ghostview.

4.4 Support for Subgraph splitting

CiEdit2 has support for displaying and saving split portions of a WB-

Graph. One can mark individual nodes as starts of a subgraph , display

and save a subgraph starting at a certain node, and display and save the

remaining “skeleton” graph, consisting of the main graph with the sub-

graph nodes removed, and the head node of a subgraph replaced by a

special symbol.

Since CiEdit2 no longer relies on the old command line tools to create

the rendering of the graph, nodes contained in more than one subgraph,

can have the same, unique node ID in all graphs, which makes it easier

to identify the node later as being the same. If processing were done with

4This is probably not a big advantage, since Perl will be installed on almost all Unix

systems anyway
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Storage Ghostscript

Interactive
Manipulation

CiEdit2

Interaction

File format

CausalML

Postscript

Postscript

Rendered Graphics

Rendered Graphics

Postscript

Postscript

Ghostview
Postscript

Printer

User I/O

����

Figure 4.2: CiEdit2-Topology
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cid2dot and/or wb2dot, it might become necessary to re-index the sub-

graphs, thus creating two different IDs in two different subgraphs for the

same node.

4.4.1 Selecting subgraph start nodes

Arbitrary nodes in the graph can be selected to be top nodes of a sub-

graph to be drawn and analysed separately. To do this, a new entry “Mark

as Subgraph Start” has been added to the pop-up menu that is displayed

when clicking the right mouse button over a node. At this point, no fur-

ther visible action is taken, but the node is internally tagged as being a

subgraph start node. See figure 4.3.

4.4.2 Drawing a subgraph

To actually output a rendering of the subgraph (i. e. a graph consisting

of all nodes that are direct or indirect causal factors of the tagged node),

a new entry from the main menu (“Tools → Make Dotgraph from Sub-

graph”, see figure 4.4) can be selected. A listview window will appear

(figure 4.5) and allow the selection of any one of the nodes tagged as a

subgraph start. When clicking on “Ok” the subgraph under the selected

node will be created and a postscript representation will be displayed (fig-

ure 4.6). The postscript version of this graph can be saved to a file for

printing and/or presentation.
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Figure 4.3: Mark the start of a Subgraph in CiEdit2
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Figure 4.4: Select the menu entry to draw a Subgraph in CiEdit2
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Figure 4.5: Choose which Subgraph to draw in CiEdit2
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Figure 4.6: The subgraph as rendered in ghostview
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Figure 4.7: Selecting the menu function to draw the skeleton graph

4.4.3 Drawing the “Skeleton” Graph

The complementary function to drawing a subgraph, that is, the function

that only draws the “skeleton” graph, the graph, starting with the normal

top node (the accident/incident), but only draw a special symbol in place

of a subgraph, can be found in the menu under “Tools → Make Skeleton

Dotgraph” (figure 4.7). The postscript graph as displayed can be printed

or saved for inclusion in a presentation.
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Figure 4.8: The “skeleton” graph as rendered in ghostview

See figure 4.8 for a rendering of the resulting skeleton graph.

4.4.4 Problems

This approach greatly reduces the clutter in bigger WB-Graphs and can

help regain some of the intuitive insight into what was really going on

that is one of the strong points of the Why-Because-Analysis. However,

there are a number of problems with this method.
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Loss of Inter-Subgraph influences

If nodes are part of more than one subgraph, these overlaps are not repre-

sented in the drawing. Since the main point of drawing only the skeleton

graph was to reduce clutter and restore simplicity, it might be counter-

productive to re-insert arrows between the symbols representing the sub-

graphs. Using the normal arrows indicating “is a necessary causal factor

of” would also be semantically wrong. It may be possible to use a dif-

ferent kind of arrow which, if pointing from subgraph placeholder A to

subgraph placeholder B, would mean “A contains something which is a

necessary causal factor of something contained in B”

Big overlaps

Sometimes the graph is very complex and it is not easy to find subgraphs

that will make the analysis more intuitively recognizable. When selecting

subgraph starts too far down the graph, the main “skeleton” graph will

still be too large, so that there is no real benefit. On the other hand, if nodes

are chosen too close to the accident node, with many common causes, each

subgraph will replicate a significant portion of the complete graph, also

not gaining much in the way of a clearer, more intuitive view.
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Future improvements

The CiEdit/CiEdit2 tool suite is by no means complete, and serves mainly

as a proof-of-concept implementation to show the validity of various

approaches and the advantages of having a graphical editor for Why-

Because-Graphs.1 In this chapter I will discuss some aspects where there is

room for improvement, as well as some new features that could be added

in the medium term.

5.1 Different node types

Currently CiEdit(2) only supports one node type, called ”generic node”

in the CausalML subset that it supports. In particular, it should support

at least the node types suggested in [LAD98], pp. 19f), both as “internal”

1It is nevertheless used in Seminars of the RVS working group at the University. Since

real cases are handled here, it is a sort of a “beta-test” for the software, and many bugs

have already been found and subsequently fixed.
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and “source” variants. The selection could be done by a series of radio but-

tons, or, if even more different types are required, by a listview, which is

more flexible for large numbers of possible selection. The selection process

should be included in the small window where ID and label are entered.

5.2 List of Facts

Since many users, including Prof. Peter Ladkin and most of his students,

start a WBA by gathering facts from the reports in a so-called “list of facts”

(see page 61), it seems a useful approach to support working with a list of

facts in a computer programme in various ways. Two such ways imme-

diately come to mind: first, create and maintain/edit the list-of-facts as a

numbered list, with each fact having a unique ID number, and possibly

add them to a database for later re-use. Second, Create nodes in the graph

directly from the list of facts, using the cardinal number from the list as the

unique node-ID in the graph. If a cross-accident database2 is maintained,

a way has to be found to create a node-ID, that is not too long and/or

confusing, but is still unique within the database.

5.3 Advanced subgraphs editing functions

The current implementation of splitting to subgraphs leaves something to

be desired. It served mainly as a proof for the usefulness and the gain

2The idea of a cross-accident database was brought up by Prof. Dr. Michael Miller at

the 3rd Bieleschweig Workshop in the closing discussion.
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in intuitive grasp of the situation that can be obtained by only looking at

subsections of the complete graph at a time.

5.3.1 Switching Display

It will greatly enhance productivity if the programme allows quick switch-

ing between the complete graph, different subgraphs and the skeleton

graph, and each part can be edited separately. Particularly challenging

is the problem of displaying causal relationships between subgraphs, if

only one of them is displayed, or if only the skeleton graph is displayed.

The switching between the graphs could be accomplished by showing

a list of so-called “radio buttons” at the margin, each representing either

a subgraph or the whole graph or the skeleton graph. Alternatively, a

listview could also be used to show and select the different graphs.

It might also be useful to have multiple displays at the the time, e. g.

have the main skeleton graph displayed always, and display in a differ-

ent window a subgraph that can be selected by clickling on the special

symbol representing the subgraph in the skeleton display. Since bigger

high-resolution computer displays are getting more and more common,

this appears to be a feasible solution.

Nodes common to more than one subgraph

When editing nodes in one subgraph display, that are also part of another

subgraph, the changes must be reflected in the other subgraph as well.

Care must be taken when deleting re-inserting nodes that belong to more

than one subgraph. Possible options include deleting just the occurrence
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of the node in the current subgraph leaving it untouched in the other sub-

graphs, but when re-inserting the node, it becomes a new node, unique to

the current subgraph.

Another possibility is to delete the node completely from the whole

graph. When the node is then re-inserted, there is only the one in the

current subgraph, and the links to nodes in the other subgraphs, that the

original node had had, are lost.

5.4 Integration with co-operative work software

To avoid mistakes, it is often useful to make a WBA with a small group

of 3 to 4 people. To ensure that everyone is working on the same data,

software for co-operative work can be used. Jan Hennig specified and im-

plemented such a software in his Diplomarbeit ([HEN03]). There are plans

to integrate it with CiEdit(2), to synchronize work being done by different

people on the same project automatically in the background, whenever the

computers are in short-range radio range. A useful networking medium

for this synchronisasion could be the Bluetooth short-range radio commu-

nication architecture.

Since CiEdit2 already uses an XML-based file format, an extension or

derivative of CausalML could be used for making a database (see also 5.2).
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5.5 Templates

In an email-discussion with Dr. Clive Leyman, Prof. Peter Ladkin sug-

gested that it might be useful to have templates for various situations that

are common to several accidents. Some of the most common would be ex-

plosion and fire, where an explosion always needs a supply of flammable

material and oxygen, and an ignition source. A continuous fire needs, in-

stead of just the presence of flammable material and oxygen, a continuous

supply of both.

The template in figure 5.1 only contains the basic factors that must be

present in all explosions3: air, flammable material and an ignition source.

This example has already been filled in with the causal factors for the pres-

ence of those, using Concorde as an example. In current analyses, the

presence of air is often omitted where it is obvious.

The template for the continuous fire (figure 5.2) is similar to the explo-

sion template. In contrast to that it requires continuous supply of both air

and flammable material; the explosion, caused by the ignition, is seen as a

causal factor to the continuous fire.

This may not be strictly correct if we insist on a narrow definition of

“explosion”, as being a combustion with a supersonic flame front, but the

initial ignition will almost always, at least to the layman, resemble an ex-

plosion.

3To be nitpicking, this is true only for explosions of flammable material; explosives

contain the oxidiser and can explode without air. For detonation of explosives one would

only need the presence of the explosive material, and an ignition source, which, depend-

ing on the type of explosive, can be heat, spark, mechanical shock, voltage, ...
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Explosion

quantity of oxygen flammable material ignition source

airstream vaporised fuel in airstream

fuel streaming from tank
into airstream

left fuel tank ruptured
externally, significantly

pressure in tank greater
than external pressure

tire explosion into large
fragments

FOD damage to LH main
gear tire

design of AC

??unknown??

Figure 5.1: WBG-Template for “Explosion”
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1: Continuing fire

3: Continuous supply
of oxygen

4: Continuous supply
of flammable material

2: Explosion

6: airstream 7: vaporised fuel in
airstream

8: fuel streaming from
tank into airstream

9: left fuel tank ruptured
externally, significantly

10: pressure in tank
greater than external

pressure

11: tire explosion into
large fragments

13: FOD damage to LH
main gear tire

12: design of AC

5: Ignition source

??unknown??

Figure 5.2: WBG-Template for “Fire”
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 The current state

The Why-Because-Analysis has proven to be a very useful method for the

formal anlyses of incidents and accidents. The main shortcoming so far

has been a lack of easy-to-use tools. CiEdit has made a start in providing

such tools, and has shown the validity of the concept of graphical editing

in this area

CiEdit left some things to be desired, and my work on it in making

CiEdit2 has taken it a step further to a wider acceptance. To be able to look

at split graphs already gives a clearer view of what happened in many

cases, and facilitates presentations of a case to a larger audience.

The migration to an XML-based interchange file format will also make

it easier for others to develop input and output routines for the new file

format, and, XML being the new de-facto standard for storing structured

information, acceptance of our tools has come one step further. XML
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parsers and writers are available for virtually every operating system and

programming language.

6.2 Outlook

Although CiEdit2 has already been an improvement over the old tools

and the old CiEdit programme, it still leaves a lot of room for improve-

ment. The handling of subgraphs is only rudimentary and XML export

and import is quite slow if the native tcl routines are used (although speed

is acceptable on contemporary computers). Better solutions will have to

be found here.

Cross-platform compatibility is desired, if the tools are going to be used

in the industry, at the very least, Linux, Mac OS X and Microsoft Windows

should be supported. Other Unices will usually not be a problem, Solaris

and BSD have already been confirmed to work fine.

Integration with a co-operative work architecture will be the next big

step forwards, greatly enhancing the usefulness for small groups working

on a problem.

All in all the tools as they are now start being acutally useful and are

a promising start to a standard tool that can also find acceptance in the

industry.



Part II

An Example of a Why Because

Analysis:

The Concorde Accident
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Note

Unless otherwise noted, all photographs and technical and schematic

drawings in this part of the document are from [BEA01].
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Chapter 7

Background

The Concorde Accident on 25 July 2000 was a high-profile accident, which

got a lot of media attention. Partly because Concorde is such an excep-

tional aircraft, which so far had not suffered a fatal accident with loss of

life during its commercial service. It is an interesting example to see some

limitations on the insight that a pure WBA can offer. In later chapters I

have extended the focus to include factors that were in my earlier analysis

but turned out not to be causal factors of this accident.

7.1 What happened?

On July 25, 2000 a Concorde supersonic airliner operated by Air France

(registered F-BTSC) crashed onto a hotel shortly after take-off from Paris

Charles-de-Gaulle airport, killing all 109 passengers and crew on board

and 4 people on the ground, injuring another 6 people on the ground.

The Bureau d’Enquêtes et d’Analyses pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation
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civile (BEA) launched an extensive investigation into the accident and

published a comprehensive report ([BEA01]).

The report covers many aspects of the accident flight, the aircraft’s

previous record, the crew’s certificates, maintenance procedures, weather

conditions, runway condition, and the origin of pieces found on the run-

way, at the accident site, and in-between.

7.1.1 Sequence of Events

During acceleration for take-off, roughly at the moment of initiation of

rotation, Concorde ran over a titanium strip (see figure 7.1) lost by another

aircraft that took off from the same runway a few minutes earlier. The front

right tyre of the left main landing gear burst (see figure 7.2) and parts of

the tyre and other debris hit, among other parts, the landing gear bay door

and wing fuel tank no. 5. Other parts of the debris were ingested into

outer left engine (no. 1) and kerosene and/or flames were sucked into the

engine no. 2 (inner left), through the main intake, or through the auxiliary

intake. (See 10.1.1 for further discussion on the auxiliary intakes.)

Both these engines lost thrust. The loss of thrust in engine no. 2 was

permanent, and the engine was shut down by the flight engineer. Engine

no. 1 recovered thrust to almost full capability, while the two right hand

side engines (no. 3 and 4) operated in contingency mode1, at which they

output slightly more than nominal 100% thrust.

1If there is a problem with one of the engines, the other engines are switched to the

so-called “contingency mode”, in which they produce slightly more than nominal 100%

thrust, to partially compensate for the loss of thrust of the failed engine
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Figure 7.1: Titanium strip lost by another aircraft
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Figure 7.2: Parts of the burst tyre
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As a consequence of the debris hitting the wing tank, the tank structure

ruptured from the inside out and fuel began to flow from the leak at a high

rate. The fuel mixed turbulently with the air streaming past the wing and

the fuel-air mixture was ignited, possibly by electric arcing in the landing

gear bay door, although ignition by hot gases from the engines cannot

be ruled out entirely2. This happened while the aircraft was still on the

ground, but after it reached v1, the speed, after which the take-off cannot

be aborted, because the remaining runway length is too short to brake the

aircraft3.

The aircraft lifted off the runway, after having veered almost to the left

edge of the runway, at a speed that was just barely sufficient to keep it in

the air at the given configuration (three operating engines, landing gear

extended). Due to damage by debris from the tyre or the water deflector

(see figure 7.3) the landing gear would not retract.

The water deflectors were installed to prevent water splashing from

the tyres to enter the air intakes of the engines. They are installed close to

the floor, see figure 7.4.

2The British investigators disagreed and insisted that the forward propagation models

that would have allowed the flame front to travel forward and attach itself were theoret-

ical, and that their experiments had showed that it was not possible ([BEA01], pp. 185f)

3This is just a theoretical calculation, there is always a margin, because conditions are

never exactly known. E. g. in this case there was a tailwind, that had not been taken into

consideration during calculation of v1. The remaining runway must still be long enough

to brake the aircraft safely from any point before v1. v1 is nevertheless set to a fixed value

so that the crew know the exact point at which procedures, e. g. in case of an engine

failure, change, and no confusion arises.
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Figure 7.3: The broken water deflector

Concorde aimed for an emergency landing at Le Bourget airport, which

was the shortest way to get the aircraft back on the ground. (see figure

7.5). After some minutes of flight at around 200kts at an altitude of about

200ft, engine no. 1 flamed out. With two remaining operating engines the

aircraft could not remain airborne any longer, banked heavily, the angle of

attack increased sharply, airflow to the engines no. 3 and 4 was disrupted,

the aircraft became uncontrollable and crashed into a hotel. All passengers

and crew on board and 4 people on the ground perished in the accident;

the aircraft and the hotel were destroyed.
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Figure 7.4: The water deflector
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Figure 7.5: The airports (Le Bourget on the left) and the accident site



Chapter 8

The initial Why-Because-Analysis

8.1 Source Material

The main source for my analysis is [BEA01] and its appendices; other

sources are always explicitly noted.

8.2 Extracting facts and causal relations from the

report

8.2.1 List of Facts

One of the ways to start a Why-Because-Analysis is to make a so-called

“list of facts”, reading through the report and noting down all the facts

that are listed, that may (or may not) be causal to the accident.

To build the graph, one starts with the top node representing the ac-

cident and looks through the list of facts, what might be necessary causal
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factors to the accident, applies the counterfactual test and if they pass it,

adds them to the graph. One applies the same method for each newly

added node until one arrives at leaf-nodes, that have no further causes

that can be derived from your source material. Care has to be taken to also

note causal influences from nodes that are already in the graph. These

have to be added to the graph structure as well.1

8.2.2 Why-Because-Pairs

I used a different approach in my analysis. While reading through the re-

port, I noted down Why-Because-pairs. That means, I made a list with

the first column labeled “Why?” and the second column labeled “Be-

cause!”. Whenever the report mentioned a causal relationship between

two events, states, processes or un-events, I wrote them down. If I en-

countered a “Why?”-fact that I already had in my list, I added the Cause

for it in the “Because”-column behind the “Why?”-entry that was already

there.

For a short example of what such a list may look like, see figure 8.1

1At the third Bieleschweig Workshop in February 2004 in Bielefeld, Prof. Peter Ladkin

suggested a new method of arriving at a complete Why-Because-Graph. It consists of

creating small mini-graphs while reading the text, and later “fusing” them together. The

techniques necessary for this so-called “Counterfactual Closure” (CfCl) are described in

the slides of his talk, [LAD04]
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Why? Because!

Impact Loss of control of AC

Cockpit crew continued take-off

despite large fire

Loss of control of AC control surfaces ineffective

deformation of left wing by fire

loss of power of engines no. 3 and 4

control surfaces ineffective unusually high angle of attack

and banking angle

too low airspeed

...

Figure 8.1: Example Why-Because-Pair list
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8.3 Creation of the Why-Because-Graph

After re-reading the report and updating the WB-Pair list with things

missed or misunderstood at the first reading, it is quite straightforward

to make a Why-Because-Graph from the gathered pairs.

In my first attempts I made the graph manually using the WB-Script

format, using a simple text editor, and processed it with WB2Dot to get a

postscript rendering.

The resulting WB-Graph is shown in figure 8.2
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0
Impact

1
Loss of control of aircraft

1.2
Loss of power of engines

no. 3 and 4

1.1
Control surfaces ineffective

1.1.1.1
Final loss of power of

engine no. 1

1.1.1.1.2
Ingestion of hot gases/kerosene

into engine no. 1

1.1.1.1.1
Mechanical damage to

engine no. 1

1.1.1.1.1.1
Ingestion of pieces of

tyre or other debris
into engine no. 1 (outer

left)

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.1.1
Front right tyre of left

main landing gear bursts

1.1.3.1
Large flames under and

behind left wing

1.1.1.2
Immediate loss of power
and shut-down of engine

no. 2

1.1.1.2.2
Severe mechanical damage

to engine no. 2

1.1.1.2.2.1
Ingestion of pieces of

tyre or other debris
into engine no. 2 (inner

left)

1.1.2.1.1
Malfunction of landing

gear bay door

1.1.2.1.1.1
Landing gear bay door

hit and damaged by debris
from tyre

1.1.2.3
Too early Takeoff because
of approaching left RWY

edge

1.1.2.3.1
Aircraft veering to the

left on the RWY

1.1.2.3.2
Cockpit crew decide to

continue take-off

1.1.2.3.1.1
Asymmetric thrust

1.1.2.3.1.2
Asymmetric drag from
main landing gear (???)

1.1.2.3.1.1.1
temporary loss of power

of engine no. 1

1.1.2.3.1.2.1
Incorrect assembly of
left main landing gear

(missing spacer)

1.1.2.3.1.2.1.1
Violation of maintenance
procedures at Air France

1.1.2.3.2.3
Cockpit crew is not aware

of the size of the fire

1.1.2.3.2.1
Cockpit crew becomes
aware of fire only after
V1 has been reached

1.1.2.3.2.2
Standard procedures in
case of engine failure

1.1.3.1.1
Fuel is ignited by electric

arc

1.1.3.1.1.1
Electric arcing occurs

in landing gear bay

1.1.3.1.2
Fuel flows from tank

no. 5 at high rate

1.1.3.1.1.1.1
Pieces of debris hit

and damage eletric equipment
in landing gear bay

1.1.3.1.2.1
Tank no. 5 suffers a

major leak

1.1.3.1.2.1.1
Unfortunate interaction
between tank structure

and fuel in tank no.
5

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.1
Large piece of tyre hits

tank no. 5

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.2
Physical dimensions and

properties of tank no.
5

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.1.1.1
Front right tyre of left
main landing gear runs

over metal strip

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.1.1.1.1
Metal strip lies on RWY

1.1.3.1.2.1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Violation of production

standards and maintenance
procedures at Continental

Airlines

1.2.1
Disruption of air flow
to intakes of engines

no. 3 and 4 (right)

1.1.1
Unusually high angle
of attack and banking

angle

1.1.2.1
Landing gear would not

retract

1.1.2.3.2.3.1
Cockpit crew cannot see

the fire

1.1.2.3.2.3.2
No fire detection sensors

in the wing, except around
the engines

1.1.2.3.2.3.1.1
Layout of the Concorde

fuselage and wings

1.1.2.3.2.3.1.2
Location of the fire

1.1.2.3.2.3.2.1
Fire detection sensors

in wings not deemed neccessary

1.1.2
Too low airspeed

1.1.3
Deformation of left wing

by fire

1.1.3.1.3
Turbulences at landing
gear bay allow flame

propagation and stabilisation

Figure
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Chapter 9

Root Causal Analysis

9.1 What is a root cause?

There is no general definition of what a root cause is. It mostly depends on

the scope of your investigation; in this case, the scope is what is covered

in the official report ([BEA01], [BEA01-A2], [BEA01-A4]).

My definition of a root cause is very simple and straight-forward: any-

thing that has no further cause in the Why-Because-Analysis, is a root

cause. In other words: the leaf nodes of the why-Because-Graph are con-

sidered root causes. In some ways this is quite arbitrary, on the one hand

it may be that factors “inside” the graph, i. e. nodes which have further

causes, may be worth of in-depth discussion, and on the other hand, some

leaf nodes do not contribute much to the actual analysis, simply because

they are of a nature that nothing can be done about them. Most other crite-

ria to select root causes will have their deficiencies, too, so I have decided

to use this simple definition, and take a close look at these “root causes”.
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In later chapters, I will take a look at some other interesting points,

that are not necessarily root causes by the above definition. We will also

see that some of the root causes identified by my initial analysis, are not

causal factors to the accident at all.

9.2 Categorisation

A useful categorisation of the root causes can be to see if any of these

can or should be changed, or if (informal) reasons for those causes should

be reviewed and, possibly, adapted. I propose the following selection of

root cause categories, and will discuss some of the specific causes in more

detail.

9.2.1 Global design decisions, physical properties

These include things like the layout of the Concorde fuselage and wings,

which were a causal factor in this accident, or the physical dimensions of

the fuel tank no. 5. These factors cannot be changed easily, and most of

the time they are very hard to identify as potential factors before anything

happens.

Changing them may introduce other problems, that may occur much

more frequently, or influence other important criteria, like the aerody-

namic performance of the aircraft. In the case of the fuel tank, the size

and proportions were largely dictated by necessity, by the shape of the

wing, the need to pump fuel during the flight to balance the aircraft for

supersonic cruise.
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9.2.2 Other factors beyond our control

These things cannot be changed at all, but sometimes workarounds may

be possible.

In this case, these factors include the location of the fire. This was a

causal factor, since the location under the wing prevented the crew from

seeing the extent of the fire. This is not entirely clear, but it does not seem

unlikely that the crew would have aborted the take-off and risked an over-

run, even though they had already passed v1, if they had been aware of

the size of the fire.

The timing of the incident also plays a crucial role, and also falls into

this category. Had the crew been aware of the fire before reaching v1, they

would have aborted the take-off. The CVR transcript shows the captain

stating explicitly he would “stop for an engine fire ...” between one hun-

dred knots and v1 ([BEA01-A2], p. 50).1

Under the rigorous formality of WBA these factors have to be included,

because they are necessary causal factors after the counterfactual defini-

tion, although they usually do not offer any new insights into the preven-

tion of further accidents.

9.2.3 Local design decisions

These factors often can be changed, and in many cases should be changed,

although here, too, it is sometimes hard to see what exactly would be

1It seems reasonable to assume that the crew thought it was an engine fire, because

the engine fire alarm was sounding, and they had no information to the contrary.
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required to avoid a certain accident or incident. The layout and design

of the fire detection sensors belongs into this category. The designers

only planned sensors around the engines, possibly reasoning that any fire

would originate at the engines, and be detected early enough. A priori it

was hard to envisage a fire as huge as in this case breaking out not directly

at the engines. The no. 2 engine suffered from the fire, and its fire detec-

tion sensors registered a fire, and the engine was subsequently shut down.

The fire extinguishers for engine no. 2 were also fired, and the fire alarm

stopped temporarily, but resumed shortly afterwards and continued to the

end. ([BEA01], p. 163ff)

With the decomissioning of all Concorde aircraft in 2003, the discus-

sion is now moot, but if they had remained in service longer, one should

have considered the possibility if additional fire/heat sensors in the wings

could have increased the safety of the aircraft.

9.2.4 Correct following of operating procedures

At first it sounds counter-intuitive that correctly following operating pro-

cedures can be a causal factor to an accident, especially if these procedures

are generally accepted as useful and necessary.

On a four-engined aircraft it is standard procedure to continue take-off

with one failed engine, after v1 even with two failed engines.2 In the case

2It is hard to imagine Concorde actually lifting off and gaining enough speed with

only two engines. Moreover, as this accident shows, it is hard enough to keep the aircraft

trajectory on the ground straight with two failed engines on the same side, even though

one engine recovered shortly afterward.
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of Concorde, two engines suffered an immediate loss of thrust, but one of

those recovered to almost full thrust (but see 10.1), so three engines were

left running. Since the crew had no idea about the catastrophic dimension

of the flames, it was natural and correct to continue the take-off. The crew

probably didn’t think about it much, because it was so ingrained through

their training that one always continues take-off after v1.

Causal factors such as these could theoretically be changed, and some-

times operating procedures will have to be revised if it becomes clear, that

following them led to an accident. In this case, however, it would not

make sense to ask the pilot to abort a take-off if one engine out of four fails

after v1. In almost all cases the risk to the aircraft and people on board will

be far greater by attempting an emergency braking on a possibly much

too short runway, than to take-off with one malfunctioning, even with one

burning engine.

Another causal factor (but see 10.2.1!) is that there was a shift-change

during the landing gear bogie exchange during maintenance of Concorde.

It was most likely causal to the error during re-assembly of the bogie that

one shift disassembled the bogie and another shift reassembled it. The first

shift had left the spacer in the old bogie, and would have known about it

when reassembling it, but the second shift did not.

9.2.5 Violation of operating procedures

This is rather obvious. Operating procedures should not be violated, usu-

ally they have been well established, and are useful. In this case I could

identify two cases of violation of operating procedures.
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The official report found that the Continental Airlines DC-10 that lost

the metal strip that caused the tyre rupture was inadequately maintained.

In particular, the excessive damage to the wear strip that had only been

replaced a few days earlier, should have caused concern; parts were used

that should not normally have been used, an excessive number of holes

were drilled into a piece, etc. ([BEA01], pp. 103ff, 171).

The second case of violation of correct operating procedures was dur-

ing maintenance of the accident aircraft at Air France. Whether or not, or

to what degree this contributed to the accident is a matter of debate, see

10.2.1.

The fact is that the bogie of Concorde’s landing gear, on which one tyre

burst, had been exchanged, and re-assembled incorrectly. A spacer, hold-

ing two shear rings in position, was missing ([BEA01], p. 84). The shear

rings ensure the stability of the bogie, if they are displaced, the landing

gear bogie can be bent. When the old bogie was removed, inappropriate

tools were used and the spacer remained in the old bogie, and was not

installed in the new one. Because the shear rings were installed directly,

the absence of the spacer could not be seen. ([BEA01], pp. 83f, 148ff.)

Another violation of procedure here was, of course, that the first shift

did not tell the second shift that they had not used the correct tools and

had also left the spacer in the old bogie.
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Further Observations

The official report dismisses some of the causes found by the WBA as non-

contributory to the accident. This may be so, but in my opinion some of

them need some remarks, and cannot be dismissed as easily as the report

does. After some discussion with Prof. Peter Ladkin and Clive Leyman

I will sum up my thoughts here. In addition to correcting my first WB-

Analysis I will debunk some other myths that have been floated in news-

paper articles and on the internet about why the aircraft crashed, and what

might ostensibly have saved it.

10.1 Engine no. 1

The fact that engine no. 1 (the left outer engine) first lost thrust, then re-

gained almost full thrust, but finally flamed out, ultimately causing the to-

tal loss of control, merits some close looks. With three operating engines,

and the landing gear down, the so-called “zero-rate-of-climb” speed (v
zrc

),

73
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was slightly above 200kts, and was almost exactly the speed that Concorde

managed to maintain for most of its short final flight. With only two op-

erating engines, the v
zrc

is above 300kts.1 This stresses the significance of

the engine no. 1 failure.

10.1.1 Less-than-normal thrust

Shortly after the aircraft ran over the metal strip, both engines no. 1 and

no. 2 suffered a major loss of thrust. Engine no. 2 did not recover and was

shut down, engine no. 1 regained most of its thrust, and produced almost

100% nominal thrust, but slightly less than it should have in contingency

mode. Engines no. 3 and no. 4 were operating in contingency mode and

producing slightly more than 100% nominal thrust to compensate partially

for the complete loss of thrust from engine no. 2.

There are various possible explanations for the lower thrust of engine

no. 1; the official report concluded that engine no. 1 was most likely dam-

aged mechanically by ingestion of pieces of debris either from he tyre itself

or from the broken water deflector. The damage was minor enough so that

the engine continued operating, but did not produce quite the full amount

of thrust ([BEA01], p. 131).

In an email to Prof. Peter Ladkin and me ([LEY04a]) Clive Leyman

however speculated on a different reason. To understand this, it becomes

necessary to take a closer look at the layout and design of the Concorde

1This appears to be a theoretical limit; it is doubtful that the craft could reach a speed

beyond 300kts with the landing gear extended and only two engines operating. In this

accident it barely reached 220kts with three engines.
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engine nacelles, the air flow at full power during take-off, and the location

of the fire.

Figure 10.1: The left hand side engine nacelles of Concorde (Photograph

from [SHT04])

The engine nacelles and air intakes of Concorde are optimized for the

so-called “super-cruise”, which means the continued flight at supersonic

speeds. The aerodynamic requirements for smooth engine operation at

subsonic and supersonic speeds are very different, and with Concorde’s

engines being optimized for supersonic operation (about two thirds of a

normal scheduled transatlantic flight were spent at supersonic speeds), a
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complex set of doors and moving doors has to be used to achieve satisfac-

tory performance at subsonic, and especially very low speeds.

The sharp edges of the air intakes are designed to cause minimum

drag during supersonic flight, but impede air flow into the engines at low

speeds, when the engines need much more air than flows into the intakes

by the movement of the aircraft alone.

In figure 10.1 one can see at the underside of the engines, two small

rectangular openings. These are the so-called “auxiliary inlets”.2 These

are opened automatically when the pressure inside the air-intake is much

lower than on the outside, i. e. when the demand for air of the engines is

larger than can be satisfied by the normal intakes.

During take-off and the following flight, precariously close to stall

speed, engine no. 1 operated in contingency mode, but recordings show

that it output around 5% less thrust than it normally should have in this

mode ([BEA01], p. 131).

In figure 10.2 one can see the location of the flame in relation to the

engines. See figure 10.1 to compare the location of the auxiliary air intakes

underneath the nacelles. It is quite obvious that engine no. 2 would suck

in a large part of the kerosene streaming from the ruptured tank through

its auxiliary intake. It would be open at that time since the engine was

running at full thrust, i. e. high air demand, but the aircraft was moving

at (relatively) low speed.

2They also serve to bleed excess air when more air enters the intakes than is needed

by the engines, e. g. when slowing down from supersonic speeds, or in case of an engine

failure during cruise.
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Figure 10.2: Burning Concorde shortly after take-off
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The first surge of engine no. 1 may also have been caused by ingesting

quantities of kerosene through the auxiliary inlet. Engine no. 2 produced

almost no thrust and was shut down by the flight engineer. This engine

may also have ingested fuel air mixture that was already burning, since the

fire alarm of that engine was on, and the fire extinguisher was triggered.

Engine no. 1 also lost thrust, and because it was now turning much

slower, the under-pressure in the air intake would be reduced, so that the

auxiliary inlet door would close. So hot gases could no longer enter, and

the engine could smoothly accelerate again to higher power output, before

the pressure difference would be too big again, so that the auxiliary door

would open again. Since engine no. 2 was shut down, its auxiliary door

would be closed, so that when the door of no. 1 opened again, it would be

the nearest under-pressure opening to the flames, and might suck in some

flames or hot gases, limiting the efficiency of the engine.

Oscillations

It might be argued that this mechanism would cause oscillations at least

of the auxiliary doors, and perhaps to other engine parameters, if the door

mechanism has a delay built-in (which seems likely). The exact mecha-

nism and control algorithms of the various doors and flaps in the air intake

of Concorde’s engines are still considered a state secret, and not publicly

available. ([SST04a]). The flight data recorder readouts show no such os-

cillations in “pressure 7”, which is an indicator for actual thrust, or in LP

or HP compressor rpm ([BEA01-A4], p. 5). It is, however, hard to see such

oscillations, because every engine’s data are only sampled once every four
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seconds, which is too seldom to see such phenomena clearly.

The process described above does not necessarily involve oscillations,

depending on the methods use for controlling the auxiliary inlet vanes. It

might still be that it has had a limiting effect on the maximum achievable

power output of the engine. ([LEY04b])

10.1.2 Final flame-out

As noted with the sub-nominal thrust of engine no. 1, the auxiliary inlet

door may have played a role with the final flame-out of the engine, too,

which ultimately led to the total loss of control and the impact of the air-

craft. The minor mechanical damage to the engine may have played a role

in the final loss of thrust of this engine, but it is not unlikely that the spec-

ulation by Clive Leyman, that ingestion of too much hot gases into the

engine through the auxiliary door may at least have been a contributory

factor.

10.2 Asymmetric thrust and other forces

When the aircraft ran over the metal strip, it started veering to the left edge

of the runway. There are several aspects to be considered.

10.2.1 The Spacer

During maintenance of the Concorde landing gear, the left main landing

gear bogie was re-assembled incorrectly: a spacer, holding other parts of
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the bogie in place was missing. If one of the shear rings in the bogie would

become completely displaced, the landing gear would become unstable

and could be bent up to 2.5 degrees in every direction. In previous flights,

this had never been a problem, no abnormal deviation from the centre

line during acceleration had been noticed. Neither was there any such

behaviour during the take-off of the accident flight up to the point where

it ran over the titanium strip.

Figure 10.3: The Concorde main landing gear bogie assembly

The official report does mention the absence of the spacer but does not

list it as a causal factor or as contributory to the accident. In my early

analysis I speculated that the incorrect bogie assembly might in fact have
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contributed to the accident.

10.2.2 Tyre skid marks on the runway

The main reason for my speculation were largely unexplained tyre marks

on the runway. (see figure 10.4 and figure 10.5.)

Figure 10.4: Tyre tracks on the runway

Knowing that there was a possible issue with the left main landing

gear, I looked at the pictures in the report showing the runway after the

accident. In many of those pictures one can see tyre skid marks. The only

ones that are marked especially, are marks from the left main lending gear.

Two things piqued my curiosity: first, I found that the left main landing

gear marks showed two tracks, from the left and right hand tyres of that

gear. Second, I found no marks of the right hand gear, at least nothing that

was explicitly marked as such.
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Figure 10.5: Another view of the tyre tracks on the runway

I concluded that the reason might be that by the force of the tyre explo-

sion the bogie had become misaligned and was causing additional drag,

thereby causing the aircraft to veer even further off the runway centre line.

This would have caused the cockpit crew to initiate rotation3 and take-off

earlier than planned, because they were approaching the left runway edge.

I included this as a causal factor for the too low airspeed that the aircraft

was able to reach and maintain.

Figure 10.6 shows the skeleton graph if I include the asymmetric drag

from the landing gear as a causal factor. The “house”-shaped nodes indi-

cate that there is a sub-graph attached with that node as its top-node.

3I have seen confusion about this term in the past: rotation is the period between the

moment the pilot pulls the stick and liftoff of the main landing gear, in which the aircraft

slowly “rotates” around the lateral axis, lifting the nosegear
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0
Impact

1
Loss of control of aircraft

1.1
Control surfaces ineffective

1.2
Deformation of left wing by fire

1.3
Loss of power of engines no. 3 and 4

1.1.1
Unusually high angle of attack and banking angle

1.1.2
Too low airspeed

1.1.1.1
Final loss of power of engine no. 1

1.1.1.2
Immediate loss of power and shut-down of engine no. 2

1.1.2.1
Landing gear would not retract

1.1.2.2
Too early Takeoff because of approaching left RWY edge

1.1.2.2.1
Aircraft getting to edge of RWY before desired take-off speed

1.1.2.2.2
Cockpit crew decide to continue take-off

1.1.2.2.1.1
Asymmetric thrust

1.1.2.2.1.2
Asymmetric drag from main landing gear

1.1.2.2.1.1.1
temporary loss of power of engine no. 1

1.1.1.1.2.1
Large flames under and behind left wing

1.3.1
Disruption of air flow to intakes of engines no. 3 and 4 (right)

Figure 10.6: The skeleton Concorde graph with included asymmetric land-

ing gear drag

1.1.2.2.1.2
Asymmetric drag from main landing gear

1.1.2.2.1.2.1
displacement or bending of bogie

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.1
Incorrect assembly of left main landing gear

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.2
Additional force on the bogie

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.1.1
Spacer was left in the old bogie

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.1.2
Old shift did not inform new shift of spacer

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.1.1.1
Inappropriate tools used for extraction

1.1.2.2.1.2.1.1.2.1
Different shifts disassembled and assembled bogie

1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Front right tyre of left main landing gear bursts

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Front right tyre of left main landing gear runs over metal strip

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Metal strip lies on RWY

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Metal strip was not detected/removed by airport personnel

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2
DC-10 loses metal strip during take-off

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1
Runway inspection delayed due to fire brigade exercises

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2.1
Sub-standard maintenance of DC-10

Figure 10.7: Subgraph for “asymmetric drag from landing gear”
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See figure 10.7 for what the sub-graph (created with CiEdit2’s ”make

subgraph” function, see 4.4) looked like.

However, when Clive Leyman read about this idea (proposed not only

by me) he went to some lengths, (see [LEY04a] and [LEY04b]) to explain

some things in a little more detail. He also pointed me to the EADS simu-

lation ([BEA01], pp. 137ff) that was undertaken to show what exactly had

caused the lateral deviation of Concorde towards the left runway edge.

The simulation took into account flight data recordings of engine parame-

ters and steering movements of the crew while the aircraft was still on the

runway. It reproduced the path of the aircraft quite exactly, without hav-

ing to take into account any additional drag from the left main landing

gear due to misalignment of the bogie.

The landing gear, of course, contributed to the veering of the aircraft to

the left side. For detailed calculations see the e-mails by Clive Leyman, es-

pecially [LEY04c]. The main point is that the asymmetric thrust created a

torque which produced a yawing motion, i. e. turning the aircraft around

its upward (z-) axis, thereby also turning the landing gear. But since the

aircraft still had a forward momentum, the tyres were no longer exactly

aligned with the motion vector, and created a sideways force pushing the

aircraft to the (in this case, left) side. This is one of the forces to be con-

sidered, besides the sideways component (relative to the motion vector) of

the thrust, and the aerodynamic contributions of fin and rudder.

It is noteworthy that the relative amounts of tyre force and aero-

dynamic forces change drastically during acceleration: below a certain

speed, fin/rudder forces alone would not suffice to re-align the aircraft
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in case of an engine failure, but at those speeds the tyres could still create

a large force, because they would still be highly loaded with almost the

aircraft’s complete weight.4 As the aircraft becomes faster, the fin/rudder

can create more moment, and after the beginning of the rotation the tyres

are off-loaded and can create an ever smaller sideways force.

The crucial question is: did a misaligned bogie create a significant ad-

ditional force? In particular, did it create additional drag, i. e. negative

force parallel to the motion vector? Although I initially thought so, af-

ter reading about the EADS simulations and Clive Leyman’s comments,

I can no longer be persuaded to believe that it did so in a non-negligible

magnitude.

10.2.3 Early rotation

Connected to the question of whether additional and/or asymmetric drag

from the main landing gear contributed to the accident, is the question

about the early rotation/early lift-off.

Fact is, that Concorde was not quite fast enough when she lifted off, the

reason for this is inadequate thrust, caused by the malfunction of engine

no. 1 and the complete failure of engine no. 2.

Another fact is that the pilot initiated rotation earlier than usual; the

initiation of rotation coincided almost with the aircraft’s running over the

metal strip, both events are so close to each other that the early rotation

4This is especially true for Concorde, where the wings generate practically no lift at

all up to the point of rotation. Actually, at the point of rotation-initiation, there is consid-

erable negative lift, caused by the elevator downforce (see [LEY04a])
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could not have been the consequence of the realisation that something was

wrong. The other point to note is that the rotation was somewhat slower

than usual. As Clive Leyman pointed out in [LEY04a] this may have been

a consequence of the realisation by the captain that his aircraft was tech-

nically overweight, and he would have been above the tyre rolling limit,

especially with the indicated tailwind. A slow and early rotation would

have minimised the “negative-lift” effect at the beginning of rotation, and

also put it at a point in time, where the tyres were not yet as highly loaded,

because the aircraft was still going slower.

The fact that take-off occurred just at the edge of the runway makes

it hard to resist the temptation to speculate that the pilot was desperate

to get airborne because he noticed that he was running out of concrete

surface. Especially since the speed was not quite enough to reach a safe

height and stable flight conditions, although (presumably with the help

of the ground-effect genereating additional lift close to the ground) it was

enough to get the aircraft into the air.

All things considered, I have come to the conclusion (although I cannot

say with absolute certainty) that the moment of take-off (considering the

unusually slow rotation) is not causally related to the approaching run-

way edge. The pilot must have known quite early that the craft was veer-

ing towards the left edge. Had he been desperate to take-off as early as

possible he might have accelerated the rotation by pulling slightly more at

the stick. So the contribution of drag of the main landing gear, if it existed

at all, would not have been a causal factor to the accident.
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10.3 Corrected WB-Graph

Taking the above into account, I have corrected the WB-Graph from Figure

8.2. The most important change (beside the complete removal of the land-

ing gear issue, obviously) is that the complete part about the cockpit crew

deciding to continue take-off is now a cause for “take-off at too low air

speed” and no longer for the take-off because of the approaching runway

edge. See figure 10.8.

0
Impact

1
Loss of control of aircraft

1.1
Control surfaces ineffective

1.3
Loss of power of engines no. 3 and 4

1.1.1
Unusually high angle of attack and banking angle

1.1.3
air speed becomes < v_zrc

1.1.1.1
Final loss of power of engine no. 1

1.1.1.2
Immediate loss of power and shut-down of engine no. 2

1.1.2
Take-off at too low airspeed

1.1.2.1
Landing gear would not retract

1.1.2.2
Crew continue take-off with failed engine

1.1.2.3
temporary loss of thrust of engine no. 1

1.3.1
Disruption of air flow to intakes of engines no. 3 and 4 (right)

Figure 10.8: The corrected “skeleton” graph without Landing gear influ-

ence

The other subgraphs are essentially the same as in previous versions

and are not of particular interest here. The complete graph is on the CD-

ROM and its CausalML-representation can be found in the attachments.
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10.4 Debunking myths

There is a lot of speculation, partly based on hearsay, and also some news-

paper articles and TV reports, that Concorde could have been saved, if the

crew had acted differently. Or if the landing gear had been assembled cor-

rectly. I have taken some examplary articles found on the internet to refute

such claims by pointing to the appropriate sections of the official accident

report and the flight data recordings.

10.4.1 Concorde as STOL (Short Take-Off and Landing)

aircraft?

There has been an article, the only reference to which I found in [IAS04],

in which wild speculations are spun, concluding that the aircraft would

not have crashed if the landing gear had been assembled correctly and the

crew had reacted differently. They go as far as saying that Concorde could

have lifted off at around 1,600m, i. e. before the metal strip, which would

be nothing short of miraculous. According to [ATC04], the takeoff-run

length of Concorde is typically 3,410m, more than twice the given figure.

They also stated that Concorde was not accelerating normally, but was

“retarded”, even before running over the metal strip, which the report and

the flight data recorder do not confirm. The rest of the article is of similar

“quality”, but these points disqualify it as not to be taken seriously.

The only thing worth noting is that Concorde pilots are cited as saying

that losing one engine during take-off was “not a big deal”, but we have

to remember that in this case both left hand side engines surged and lost
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thrust, and only one of them recovered a few seconds later. The yaw-

moment of two engines with low thrust on one side and two operating

engines at the other is, of course a lot bigger than if only one engine fails.

So naturally here we have a much larger deviation from the runway centre

line than would normally occur at a failed-engine take-off.

10.4.2 Tyre heating by misaligned bogie?

Another aspect I’ve seen about the issue is that some maintain that the left

main landing had been misaligned because of the moved shear rings at the

beginning of acceleration, thus heating the tyres by the increased friction

and tyre deformation. This, so it is argued in [YAL04], caused the tyre to

burst into unusually big chunks when it hit the metal strip. The size of

the rubber chunks was responsible, among other things, for the large leak

in the wing tank no. 5 (this is undisputed). However, if this were to be

true, two distinct phenomena would have to be visible in the flight data

recordings. First, that the acceleration of the aircraft had to have been less

than normal, and second, the aircraft had to have been trying to veer to

the left side before running over the metal strip.

Neither of these effects can be seen in the recordings, both values are

perfectly normal, and no right rudder usage is recorded. On the con-

trary, there is a ca. 3◦ rudder deflection to the left around FDR time 97587.

([BEA01-A4], p. 3.)

(There is a much larger and longer deflection, also to the left, from FDR

time 97571 to 97577, that has a different, obvious explanation, that can be

found in [SST04b] (bottom section, “.......and finally - ENGINE 4!”): vor-
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tices from the wing’s leading edge enter the two outermost engines (no.

1 and 4) at low speeds up to around 60kts during take-off acceleration

through both the main intake as well as the auxiliary inlet. With engine

no. 1 this is not a problem, because the vortices turn in the same direction

as the engine compressor, but with engine no. 4 they turn in the opposite

direction. This causes vibrations at an intolerable level in the low pres-

sure compressor. So during the beginning of take-off acceleration, engine

no. 4’s N1 (LP compressor rpm) is limited by a special switch to 88% of

the normal value, and automatically released by the computer to go up to

the normal level, once the aircraft reaches 60kts. So up until 60kts, Con-

corde has asymmetric thrust at every takeoff, and the pilot compensated

for that, probably without even thinking about it, because it is what he

always does. One can clearly see ([BEA01-A4], p. 4) that the “go” lamps

at engines 1 through 3 go on as soon as they produce full thrust, shortly

before acceleration, but engine no. 4 go light only goes on as the aircraft

reaches ca. 60kts.)

10.4.3 Engine no. 2 as the magical saviour

In [IAS04] it is also speculated that it was a crucial mistake to shut down

engine no. 2. as early as the flight engineer did, maintaining that the en-

gine had not been on fire, and that it would have restarted once all the fuel

had flown from the tank and the fire had gone out. It is stated that normal

procedure would have been to delay the shutdown of a failed engine until

reaching a safe altitude of at least 400ft, and not to do so unless explic-

itly ordered by the captain. I could not find any references to the actual
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procedures for Concorde, but it seems likely that a burning engine would

have to be shut down as soon as possible to cut off supply of flammable

material.

Now there are several problems with this line of reasoning. First, the

cockpit crew had every reason to believe that the engine was on fire, the

fire alarm sounded and the controller told them about large flames behind

them. They could not have known that the fire was only coming from a

leak in the nearby wing fuel tank, and not at all from the engine (nobody

knew that at the time). So it was the correct decision to shut down the

engine. In case of a contained engine fire this would also have put out the

fire by cutting off the supply of flammable material, i. e. the jet fuel.

But there is another, more important reason, why engine no. 2 could

not have saved the aircraft, even if it had had the potential to recover after

the tank no. 5 was empty. (This is a real possibility, since the examination

only showed that it had surged because of gas ingestion, and showed no

signs of foreign hard object damage (“FOD”), see [BEA01], p. 125.)

The problem is that it would have been too late; tank no. 5 has a capac-

ity of 7,200kg of fuel, and at take-off Concorde carries near its maximum

fuel capacity. The fuel flow rate was estimated to be around 60kg/s by

independent methods, this would mean a continuous stream for 120 sec-

onds. That is assuming a constant flow, but towards the end, with the

tank almost empty, several other things are likely to happen. The rate de-

creases, thus it would take even longer for the tank to empty, and at an

almost empty tank it is possible that an explosive mixture of fuel and air

forms in the tank and it might even have exploded, thereby rupturing the
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wing structure, and possibly even the fuselage and vital hydraulic pipes

or other equipment.

But this point is moot, since the time from the first engine no. 2 failure

until the impact is a mere 82 seconds, control of the aircraft was lost even

earlier. So even at a slightly higher rate of fuel flow, the fire could not

possibly have gone out by itself early enough to allow engine no. 2 to

recover to enough thrust to save the craft. (see [BEA01-A4], p. 4, note the

time stamp as the engine no. 2 go light goes out (97601), and the time at

the end of the recordings (97683), marking the impact.)

One might argue that tank no. 5 might not have been completely full at

take-off, but the fuel gauge for tank no. 5 still showed a remaining capacity

of 2 tons ([BEA01], p. 75) in the position at which it had become fixed at

the time of impact, so the fire was definitely still burning when engine no.

1 flamed out and control was lost.
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Conclusions

The official report ([BEA01]) found that the accident was caused by a sin-

gle “freak” event, one that could neither be forseen nor avoided, namely

the metal strip on the runway that sliced the tyre.

There are, however a number of other factors to be considered. The of-

ficial report deals well with most of them, e. g. investigating maintenance

procedures at both Continental Airlines and Air France/Airbus, and rec-

ommendation of structural improvements to parts of the aircraft, e. g. the

wing tanks and casings in the landing gear well. But while the inadequate

maintenance at Continental Airlines was causal to the accident, the mis-

takes that were made during Concorde maintenance, were not.

That is not to say that the problems at Air France / Airbus should not

be addressed. They definitely should, because in the future similarly lax

handling of prescribed procedures could really cause a serious accident.

The issue about whether or not the missing spacer was a causal factor

or not was hard to decide, and it highlights one of the shortcomings of
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Why-Because-Analysis. With the help of the emails of Clive Leyman, and

taking a closer look at the physics involved and the simulations performed

by EADS, I have come to the conclusion that it was not, in the strict sense, a

causal factor to the accident. I do not even believe it changed the trajectory

of the aircraft on the ground significantly, but even if it had, the accident

would still have happened as it did.

This leads us directly to the disadvantage of WBA: by only including

necessary causal factors, it does not reflect other problems that have surfaced

during the investigation. In this case this most prominently includes the

violation of operating procedures during the exchange of the bogie in the

left main landing gear of the accident aircraft a few days earlier. Other

analysis methods like SOL or STAMP will identify such cases, precisely

beceause they do not insist on strict causality.

There will probably not be the perfect analysis method that is best for

every case; most have their particular field in which they are strong, and

it is often advisable to use more than one method, to not only find the

causes of the specific accident, but also identify potential causes for future

disasters.
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Appendix A

Attachments

A.1 CiEdit2

The Tcl/Tk source code of the CiEdit2 programme is too big to be included

here directly, it is attached at the end of the document.

The following procedures were added by me during the work on this

document:

• add_node_to_skeleton_graph (lines 926–959) recursively adds

nodes to a skeleton graph (see 4.4.3), terminating recursion when

finding a node marked as sub-graph start.

• make_skeleton_dotgraph (lines 962–991) creates a skeleton

graph from a given WB-graph in memory by first identifying the

top node and then calling add_node_to_skeleton_graph, then

outputs it to postscript and has ghostview display it.
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• clear_subgraph_marks (lines 994–999) Clears all marks indicat-

ing the start of a subgraph

• select_dotgraph_subgraph (lines 1162–1201) creates a listview

window to select the subgraph to be drawn. (See figure 4.5)

• add_node_to_tmp_graph (lines 1204–1228) recursively adds

nodes to a subgraph, starting at the selected node.

• make_dotgraph_subgraph (lines 1231–1250) Calls

add_node_to_tmp_graph to create a temporary subgraph

beginning at the given node, and outputs it to postscript and has

ghostview display it.

• parse_causalml (lines 1293–1350) reads a CausalML file (see 4.2)

and creates the dot graph structure using the tclxml/tcldom modules

and the tcldot shared object.

• dot_to_dom (lines 1353–1410) creates a DOM (“Document Object

Model”) from the internal dot graph structure and serializes it into

an XML stream.

A.2 Concorde WBG

This is the complete XML code of the revised Concorde Why-Because

Graph.
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A.3 E-mails from Clive Leyman

[LEY04a], [LEY04b] and [LEY04c]

The first Email was in MS Word format, and a printout is attached, the

second one was plain text and has also been attached the third one, also

in plain text, contained some attached images, that I have inserted after

the text. Many thanks to Dr. Clive Leyman for the kind permission to

reproduce his work here.

A.4 [YAL04]

I have reproduced the short article from [YAL04] here, since it seems to

have been on a potentially short-lived news site, and may vanish some

time soon.

A.5 CD-ROM

The CD-ROM is in ISO9660 format with RockRidge and Joliet extensions

and contains the WB-Graphs in Postscript format, the CiEdit2 programme

code, and the CausalML Code of the Concorde WB-Graphs. It also con-

tains Postscript and PDF versions of this Document.

Additionally it contains a small introductory file to the function and

usage of CiEdit2, and a short tutorial movie.
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0: #!/usr/pkg/bin/wish8.3
1: # next line is a comment in tcl \
2:         exec wish "$0" ${1+"$@"}
3:
4:
5: package require Tcldot
6: package require xml 2.6
7: package require dom 2.6
8:
9:

10: # ciedit Fasteditor for Why-Because-Graphs
11: #
12: # $Revision: 1.4 $
13: # $Author: bernd $
14: #
15: # Usages: ciedit <script.ci> or ciedit <file.dot> , in first case the script will be converted with cid2

dot
16:
17: #############################################
18: # basic_name
19: #   - returns basic name of object 
20: #     no difference between subobjects
21: #     f.e. returns node1 for objects 0node1 or 0node2
22: #############################################
23: proc basic_name {tagORid} {
24:     global gC
25:     set name [string range [distinct_name $tagORid] 1 end]
26:     # puts "basic_name $tagORid --> $name"
27:     return $name
28: }
29:
30: #############################################
31: # distinct_name
32: #   - returns distinct name of object
33: #############################################
34: proc distinct_name {tagORid} {
35:     global gC
36:     set name [lindex [$gC gettags $tagORid] 0]
37:     # puts "distinct_name $tagORid --> $name"
38:     return $name
39: }
40:
41: #############################################
42: # basic_type
43: #   - returns node or edge
44: #############################################
45: proc basic_type {tagORid} {
46:     global gC
47:     set fulltag [lindex [$gC gettags $tagORid] 0]
48:     set btype [string range $fulltag 1 4]
49:     # puts "basic_type $tagORid --> $btype"
50:     return $btype
51: }
52:
53: #############################################
54: # distinct_type
55: #   - returns distinct type, f.e. nodepolyline
56: #     for focusing edgearrow
57: #############################################
58: proc distinct_type {tagORid} {
59:     global gC
60:     set fulltag [lindex [$gC gettags $tagORid] 0]
61:     set dtype [string range $fulltag 1 4][$gC type $tagORid]
62:     set type [string range $fulltag 0 0]
63:     # puts "distinct_type $tagORid --> $dtype"
64:     return $dtype
65: }
66:
67: ###########################################
68: # focuses graph-node/edge 
69: ###########################################
70: proc focus_graph_object {graphid select} {
71:     global gC DE_editmode ini_nodecolorfocused ini_nodecolorfocusedselected \
72:             tk_library selectedWidget \
73:             focusedBasicItem    focusedBasicType \
74:             focusedDistinctItem focusedDistinctType 
75:     
76:     set name    [basic_name $graphid]
77:     set dname   [distinct_name $graphid]
78:     set element 1$name
79:     set type    [basic_type $graphid]
80:     set dtype   [distinct_type $graphid]
81:     
82:     #puts "focus_graph_object name: $name "
83:
84:     if {$select==1 && $name!=$focusedBasicItem} { 
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85:         if {$focusedBasicItem!={}} {focus_graph_object $focusedBasicItem 0}
86:         set focusedBasicItem $name; set focusedDistinctItem $dname; 
87:         set focusedBasicType $type; set focusedDistinctType $dtype;
88:         set color $ini_nodecolorfocused
89:         if {$element==$selectedWidget} {set color $ini_nodecolorfocusedselected}
90:         if {$type=="edge"} { set stipple {} } else { set stipple @$tk_library/demos/images/gray25.bmp }
91:         $gC itemconfigure $element -fill $color -stipple $stipple
92:     } elseif {$select=="0"} {
93:         if {$graphid==$selectedWidget} {set color $ini_nodecolorfocused} else {if {$type=="edge"} {set c

olor black } else {set color {}}}
94:         $gC itemconfigure $element -fill $color -stipple {}
95:         set focusedBasicItem {}; set focusedDistinctItem {}; 
96:         set focusedBasicType {}; set focusedDistinctType {};
97:     }
98: }
99:
100: ###########################################
101: # mouse over an canvas object
102: ###########################################
103: proc canvas_enter_object {gC} {
104:     global DE_editmode focusedBasicItem invokedPopup
105:     if {$DE_editmode!={}} {return}
106:     if {$invokedPopup!={}} {return}
107:     if {[basic_name current]==$focusedBasicItem} {return}
108:     focus_graph_object current 1
109:     if {[distinct_type current]=="nodetext"} {
110:         $gC configure -cursor pencil
111:     } else {$gC configure -cursor hand2}
112: }
113:
114: ###########################################
115: # mouse leave an canvas object
116: ###########################################
117: proc canvas_leave_object {gC} {
118:     global DE_editmode focusedBasicItem invokedPopup
119:     if {$DE_editmode!={}} {return}
120:     focus_graph_object current 0
121:     $gC configure -cursor crosshair
122: }
123:
124: ###########################################
125: # drawing_edge_testtarget
126: #   checks on valid target-node
127: ###########################################
128: proc drawing_edge_testtarget {canvas x y nome} {
129:     global gC drawingEdge focusedBasicItem focusedBasicType
130:     set items [$canvas find overlapping $x $y $x $y]
131:     set item  [lindex $items 0]
132:     set name [distinct_name $item]
133:     set btype [basic_type $item]
134:     if {[basic_name $item] != $focusedBasicItem && [basic_name $item]!=$nome} {
135:         if {$btype=="node"} {
136:             $canvas configure -cursor target; return [basic_name [$gC gettags $item]]
137:         } else {
138:             $canvas configure -cursor pencil; return {} 
139:         }
140:     }
141: }
142:
143: ###########################################
144: # start_drawing_edge
145: ###########################################
146: proc start_drawing_edge {x y} {
147:     global gH gC focusedBasicType focusedDistinctType \
148:             focusedDistinctItem focusedBasicItem  \
149:             DE_start DE_connected DE_startitem DE_editmode DE_edgeitem DE_savedcoords
150:     
151:     if {$focusedBasicItem=={}} {return}
152:     set DE_editmode  $focusedDistinctType
153:     set DE_start     "[$gC canvasx $x] [$gC canvasy $y]"
154:     set DE_edgeitem  1$focusedBasicItem
155:
156:     if {[string range $DE_editmode 0 3]=="edge"} {  
157:         set DE_connected [$focusedBasicItem listnodes]
158:         set DE_startitem [lindex $DE_connected 0]
159:         set DE_savedcoords [$gC coords $DE_edgeitem]
160:         set DE_start "[lindex $DE_savedcoords 0] [lindex $DE_savedcoords 1]"
161:         set polyobj [lindex [$gC find withtag $DE_edgeitem] 1]
162:         #if {$polyobj!=""} { $gC delete $polyobj }
163:         #puts "edgeitem <$DE_edgeitem>"
164:         $gC itemconfigure $DE_edgeitem -fill red ;#-arrow first
165:         
166:         if {$DE_editmode=="edgepolygon"} {
167:             set DE_start "[lindex $DE_savedcoords 2] [lindex $DE_savedcoords 3]"
168:         }
169:     } else {
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170:         set DE_startitem $focusedBasicItem
171:         set DE_savedcoords {}
172:         set DE_edgeitem [$gC create line $x $y $x $y -fill red -arrow first]
173:     }
174:     #puts "start_drawing_edge : DE_start <$DE_start> DE_startitem: <$DE_startitem>"
175:     
176: }
177:
178: ###########################################
179: # drawing_edge
180: ###########################################
181: proc drawing_edge {x y} {
182:     global gC DE_start DE_startitem DE_editmode DE_edgeitem DE_savedcoords
183:     set currentPos [float2int "[$gC canvasx $x] [$gC canvasy $y]"]
184:     #puts "drawing_edge : currentPos <$currentPos> DE_start <$DE_start> DE_startitem: <$DE_startitem> DE

_editmode <$DE_editmode> DE_edgeitem <$DE_edgeitem>"
185:     if {[$gC type $DE_edgeitem] == "line"} {
186:         if {$DE_editmode=="edgeline" || $DE_editmode=="edgepolygon"} {
187:             $gC coords $DE_edgeitem [lindex $DE_start 0] [lindex $DE_start 1] \
188:                     [lindex $currentPos 0] [lindex $currentPos 1] 
189:         } else {
190:             $gC coords $DE_edgeitem [lindex $currentPos 0] [lindex $currentPos 1] \
191:                     [lindex $DE_start 0] [lindex $DE_start 1]
192:         }
193:     }
194:     drawing_edge_testtarget $gC [lindex $currentPos 0] [lindex $currentPos 1] $DE_startitem
195: }
196:
197: ###########################################
198: # stop_drawing_edge
199: ###########################################
200: proc stop_drawing_edge {x y} {
201:     global gC gH DE_start DE_startitem DE_editmode DE_connected DE_edgeitem DE_savedcoords
202:
203:     set t [$gC type $DE_edgeitem] 
204:     if {$t!="line"} {set DE_editmode {}; return}
205:     set x [$gC canvasx $x]; set y [$gC canvasy $y]
206:     set pdest [drawing_edge_testtarget $gC $x $y $DE_startitem]
207:
208:     #puts "Destination --> <$pdest>"
209:     if {$pdest=={}} {
210:         if {$DE_savedcoords!={}} { # target invalid -> redraw existing canvasitem of node / delete newon

e
211:             $gC itemconfigure $DE_edgeitem -fill black
212:             $gC coords $DE_edgeitem $DE_savedcoords
213:         } else {
214:             $gC delete $DE_edgeitem 
215:         }
216:     } else { #target valid, reconnect or make new connection
217:         $gC itemconfigure $DE_edgeitem -fill black
218:         set modified 1
219:         set $DE_edgeitem {}
220:         if {$DE_connected!={}} { # delete old existing
221:             [basic_name $DE_edgeitem] delete 
222:         }
223:         #puts "[$gH listnodes]"
224:         #puts "add edge $pdest --> $DE_startitem"
225:         
226:         if {[string range $DE_editmode 0 3]=="node"} {  
227:             set newedge [$gH addedge $pdest $DE_startitem dir back]
228:         } else {
229:             set newedge [$gH addedge $DE_startitem $pdest dir back]
230:         }
231:         
232:         $gC focus $pdest
233:         rendertoscreen
234:     }
235:     set DE_edgeitem {}
236:     set DE_editmode {}
237:     set DE_connected {}
238:     set focusedBasicItem {}
239: }
240:
241: ###########################################
242: # delete_graphitem
243: #   - deletes node or edge
244: ###########################################
245: proc delete_graphitem {} {
246:     global focusedBasicItem; 
247:     if {$focusedBasicItem=={}} {return}
248:     $focusedBasicItem delete; 
249:     set modified 1
250:     set focusedBasicItem {}; 
251:     rendertoscreen
252: }
253:
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254: ###########################################
255: # fastedit routine for add_son
256: ###########################################
257: proc add_son {canvas from querylabel} {
258:     
259:     if {$from=={}} {return}
260:     
261:     # subroutine, checking existence of path
262:     proc find_path {node path} {
263:         foreach edge [$node listoutedges] { 
264:             set dest [lindex [$edge listnodes] 1]
265:             set cpath {}; catch { set cpath [$dest queryattributes ci_path] }  
266:             if {$cpath==$path} {return 1}
267:         }
268:         return 0;
269:     }
270:
271:     global gH gC focusedBasicItem focusedBasicType
272:     set i 1; set fount 1;
273:     set lparent {}; catch {set lparent [$from queryattributes ci_path] }
274:     set to $lparent.$i; set fount 1
275:
276:     while {[find_path $from $to]} {
277:         set to $lparent.$i 
278:         set i [expr $i+1]
279:     }
280:     set neu [$gH addnode label "$to\n" ci_label {} ci_path $to ci_graph {} shape box ]
281:     $gH addedge $from $neu dir back
282:     set modified 1
283:     rendertoscreen
284:     focus_graph_object [basic_name $neu] 1
285:     edit_attributes $neu "node" "New Node" 1
286: }
287: ###########################################
288: # reverse_edge
289: ###########################################
290: proc reverse_edge {} {
291:     global gH gC invokedItem
292:     set nodes [$invokedItem listnodes]
293:     set savelabel {}
294:     catch {set savelabel [$invokedItem queryattributes ci_label]}
295:     $invokedItem delete
296:     $gH addedge [lindex $nodes 1] [lindex $nodes 0] ci_label $savelabel dir back
297:     set modified 1
298:     rendertoscreen
299: }
300:
301: ###########################################
302: # change_edgelabel
303: ###########################################
304: proc change_edgelabel {newlabel} {
305:     global invokedItem
306:     $invokedItem setattribute ci_label $newlabel
307:     $invokedItem setattribute label $newlabel
308:     rendertoscreen
309: }
310:
311: ###########################################
312: # add_node
313: #   - adds new node to graph
314: ###########################################
315: proc add_node {} {
316:     global gH
317:     set neu [$gH addnode ci_label {label} ci_path {xyz} shape box]
318:     rendertoscreen
319:     set modified 1
320:     focus_graph_object [basic_name $neu] 1
321:     edit_attributes $neu "node" "New Node" 2
322: }
323:
324: ###########################################
325: # create_popupmenus
326: ###########################################
327: proc create_popupmenus {} {
328:     global gC
329:     catch {menu $gC.popup_node -tearoff 0}
330:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "add NCF"     -accelerator Insert  -command {eval {global gC invok

edItem; add_son $gC $invokedItem 1}}
331:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "delete node" -accelerator Delete  -command {eval {global invokedI

tem,focusedBasicItem; $invokedItem delete; set focusedBasicItem {}; rendertoscreen}}
332:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "edit node"   -accelerator Return  -command {eval {global invokedI

tem invokedType; edit_attributes $invokedItem $invokedType "Properties" 0}}
333:     $gC.popup_node add separator
334:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "reindex node" -command {eval {global invokedItem; reindex_graph $

invokedItem}}
335:     $gC.popup_node add separator
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336:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "Mark as Sub-Graph-Start" -command {eval {global invokedItem; mark

_as_subgraph_start $invokedItem}}
337:     $gC.popup_node add command -label "Unmark Sub-Graph-Start" -command {eval {global invokedItem; unmar

k_subgraph_start $invokedItem}}
338:     $gC.popup_node add separator
339:     catch {menu $gC.popup_graph -tearoff 0}
340:     $gC.popup_graph add command -label "add new node" -accelerator Insert -command {add_node}
341:     $gC.popup_graph add separator
342:     $gC.popup_graph add command -label "reindex whole graph" -command "reindex_graph {}"
343:     $gC.popup_graph add command -label "rerender graph" -accelerator "NUM-Enter" -command { rendertoscre

en }
344:     catch {menu $gC.popup_edge -tearoff 0}
345:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "delete edge" -accelerator Delete -command {eval {global invokedIt

em; $invokedItem delete; rendertoscreen}}
346:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "edit edge"   -accelerator Return   -command {eval {global gC invo

kedItem invokedType; edit_attributes $invokedItem $invokedType "Properties" 0}}
347:     $gC.popup_edge add separator
348:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "reverse direction" -command {reverse_edge}
349:     $gC.popup_edge add separator
350:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "clear label" -command {change_edgelabel {}}
351:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "label -> +" -command {change_edgelabel +}
352:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "label -> +,TIME" -command {change_edgelabel +,TIME}
353:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "label -> -" -command {change_edgelabel -}
354:     $gC.popup_edge add command -label "label -> -,TIME" -command {change_edgelabel -,TIME}
355:     bind $gC.popup_node <Any-Leave>  "release_popup {} {} {}"
356:     bind $gC.popup_edge <Any-Leave>  "release_popup {} {} {}"
357:     bind $gC.popup_graph <Any-Leave> "release_popup {} {} {}"
358: }
359:
360: ###########################################
361: # invokes popup menu for node/edge/graph
362: ###########################################
363: proc invoke_popup {canvas x y} {
364:     global gC AE_currentobject invokedPopup invokedItem invokedType invokedPos focusedBasicItem focusedB

asicType 
365:     if {$AE_currentobject!={}} {return;}
366:     if {$invokedPopup!={}}  {release_popup {} {} {}; return;}
367:     set invokedItem $focusedBasicItem 
368:     set invokedType $focusedBasicType
369:     set invokedPos [float2int "[$canvas canvasx $x] [$canvas canvasy $y]"]
370:     set pos [split [wm geometry .] +]
371:     set invokedPosAbs "[expr [lindex $pos 1] + $x] [expr [lindex $pos 2] + $y]"
372:     if {$focusedBasicItem!={} && $invokedType=="node"} { 
373:         set invokedPopup  $gC.popup_node
374:     } elseif {$focusedBasicItem!={} && $invokedType=="edge"} {
375:         set invokedPopup  $gC.popup_edge 
376:     } else {
377:         set invokedPopup $gC.popup_graph 
378:     }
379:     $invokedPopup post [lindex $invokedPosAbs 0] [lindex $invokedPosAbs 1]
380:     #focus $invokedPopup 
381:     #grab $invokedPopup
382:     #tkwait window $invokedPopup
383:     #catch {$invokedPopup unpost}
384:     #grab release $invokedPopup
385: }
386:
387: ##########################################
388: # releases popup 
389: ###########################################
390: proc release_popup {canvas x y} {
391:     #puts "release_popup!" 
392:     global gC invokedType invokedPopup
393:     catch {$invokedPopup unpost}
394:     grab release $invokedPopup
395:     set invokedPopup {}
396:     if {$canvas!={}} {focus $canvas}
397: }
398:
399: ###########################################
400: # zoom_box
401: ###########################################
402: proc zoom_box {canvas x y} {
403:     global zoomRect invokedPopup invokedPos gC
404:     set currentPos [float2int "[$canvas canvasx $x] [$canvas canvasy $y]"]
405:     set xdif [expr abs([lindex $invokedPos 0]-[lindex $currentPos 0])]
406:     set ydif [expr abs([lindex $invokedPos 1]-[lindex $currentPos 1])]
407:     if { $zoomRect=={} && $xdif>10 && $ydif>10} {
408:         release_popup {} {} {}
409:         set zoomRect [$gC create rectangle [lindex $invokedPos 0] [lindex $invokedPos 1] \
410:                 [lindex $currentPos 0] [lindex $currentPos 1] -outline red]
411:     } elseif {$zoomRect!={}} {
412:         $gC coords $zoomRect [lindex $invokedPos 0] [lindex $invokedPos 1] [lindex $currentPos 0] [linde

x $currentPos 1]
413:     }
414: }
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415:
416: ###########################################
417: # float2int
418: ###########################################
419: proc float2int {list} {
420:     set result {}
421:     foreach a $list { lappend result [expr int($a)] }
422:     return $result
423: }
424:
425: ###########################################
426: # zoom_end
427: ###########################################
428: proc zoom_end {canvas x y} {
429:     global gC zoomRect
430:     if {$zoomRect!={}} {
431:
432:         set c [float2int [$gC coords $zoomRect]]
433:         set bb [$gC bbox [$gC find overlapping [lindex $c 0] [lindex $c 1] [lindex $c 2] [lindex $c 3] ]

]
434:         $gC configure -scrollregion $bb
435:     }
436:     catch {$gC delete $zoomRect}
437:     set zoomRect {}
438: }
439:
440: ###########################################
441: # starts dragging graphcanvas
442: ###########################################
443: proc start_dragging {canvas x y} {
444:     global moveX moveY oldCursor
445:     set oldCursor [$canvas cget -cursor]
446:     $canvas configure -cursor cross
447:     $canvas scan mark $x $y
448: }
449:
450: ###########################################
451: # dragging graphcanvas
452: ###########################################
453: proc continue_dragging {canvas x y} {
454:     if {[$canvas cget -cursor] != "cross"} {
455:         $canvas configure -cursor cross
456:     }
457:     $canvas scan dragto $x $y 
458: }
459:
460: ###########################################
461: # stops dragging
462: ###########################################
463: proc stop_dragging {} {
464:     global gC oldCursor
465:     $gC configure -cursor $oldCursor
466: } 
467:
468: ###########################################
469: # select node / edge
470: ###########################################
471: proc select_graph_object {x y} { 
472:     global gC selectedWidget selectedType
473:     set save $selectedWidget
474:     set selectedWidget [string range [lindex [$gC gettags current] 0] 1 end]
475:     set selectedType [string range $selectedWidget 0 3]
476:     if {$save!=""} {focus_object $save 0}
477:     focus_object $gC $selectedWidget 1
478: }
479:
480:
481: ###########################################
482: # notyetimplemented
483: #   - kidding message
484: ###########################################
485: proc notyetimplemented {} {
486:     warning "not yet implemented"
487: }
488:
489: ###########################################
490: # rendertoscreen
491: #     render graph to screen
492: ###########################################
493: proc rendertoscreen {} {
494:     # puts rendertoscreen
495:     global gH gC 
496:     $gC delete all
497:     eval [$gH render $gC]
498:     $gH layout 
499:     $gC configure -scrollregion [$gC bbox all]
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500: }
501:
502: ###########################################
503: # zoom
504: #   - sets a zoom factor zooming canvas
505: ###########################################
506: proc zoom {fac} {
507:     global gH gC zoomFac
508:     set oldzoomFac $zoomFac
509:     set zoomFac [expr $fac+$zoomFac]
510:     if {[expr $zoomFac<10 || $zoomFac>160]} {
511:         set zoomFac $oldzoomFac
512:     } {
513:         set x [expr 10 * $zoomFac / 100]
514:         set y [expr 7.5 * $zoomFac / 100]
515:         #puts "ZoomFac: $zoomFac / Size x: $x / y:$y"
516:         set ratio auto
517:         $gH setattribute ratio $ratio
518:         $gH setattributes size $x,$y
519:         $gH setattributes page {}
520:         rendertoscreen;
521:     }
522: }
523:
524: ###########################################
525: # printSetup
526: ###########################################
527: proc printSetup {} {
528:     global printCommand
529:     set w .printer
530:     catch {destroy $w}
531:     toplevel $w
532:     positionWindow $w
533:     wm title $w "Printer"
534:     wm iconname $w "Printer"
535:     label $w.message -text "Printer command:"
536:     frame $w.spacer -height 3m -width 20
537:     entry $w.printCommand 
538:     $w.printCommand insert end $printCommand
539:     bind $w.printCommand <Return> "setPrinterCommand $w"
540:     frame $w.buttons
541:     button $w.buttons.confirm -text OK -command "setPrinterCommand $w"
542:     button $w.buttons.cancel -text Cancel -command "destroy $w"
543:     pack $w.buttons.confirm $w.buttons.cancel -side left -expand 1
544:     pack $w.message $w.spacer $w.printCommand -side top -anchor w
545:     pack $w.buttons -side bottom -expand y -fill x -pady 2m
546: }
547:
548: ###########################################
549: # print
550: ###########################################
551: proc print {} {
552:     global gH printCommand
553:     if {[catch {open "| $printCommand" w} f]} {
554:         warning "Unable to open pipe to printer command:\n$printCommand; return"
555:     }
556:     $gH write $f ps
557:     close $f
558: }
559:
560: ###########################################
561: # setPrinterCommand
562: ###########################################
563: proc setPrinterCommand {w} {
564:     global printCommand
565:     set printCommand [$w.printCommand get]
566:     message "Printer command changed to:\n$printCommand"
567:     destroy $w
568: }
569:
570: ###########################################
571: # centerWindow
572: #    - screen centered windows
573: ###########################################
574: proc centerWindow {w} {
575:     set x [expr [winfo screenwidth $w]/2 - [winfo reqwidth $w] /2 \
576:             - [winfo vrootx [winfo parent $w]]]
577:     set y [expr [winfo screenheight $w]/2 - [winfo reqheight $w] /2 \
578:             - [winfo vrooty [winfo parent $w]]]
579:     wm geom $w +$x+$y
580: }
581:
582: ###########################################
583: # positionWindow
584: #    - upper left of mainwindow positioned windows
585: ###########################################
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586: proc positionWindow {w} {
587:     set pos [split [wm geometry .] +]
588:     set x [expr [lindex $pos 1] + 20] 
589:     set y [expr [lindex $pos 2] + 20]
590:     wm geometry $w +$x+$y
591: }
592:
593: ######### FILE ROUTINES ##################
594:
595: proc fileDialog {w ent operation ext} {
596:     upvar $ent ff
597:     grab $w
598:     #puts "fileDialog mit operation $operation / ext <$ext>"
599:     set norm_types { \
600:             {"CausalML"  {.xml}  TEXT} \
601:             {"DOT-File"   {.dot} TEXT} }
602:     set export_types { \
603:             {"CausalML"  {.xml}  TEXT} \
604:             {"DOT-File"   {.dot} TEXT} \
605:             {"Postscript" {.ps}  TEXT} \
606:             {"GIF"        {.gif}  TEXT} \
607:             {"ISMAP"      {.ismap}  TEXT} \
608:             {"IMAP"       {.imap}  TEXT} \
609:             {"HPGL"       {.hpgl}  TEXT} \
610:             {"VRML"       {.vrml}  TEXT} \
611:             {"VTX"        {.vtx}  TEXT} \
612:             {"MP"         {.mp}  TEXT} \
613:             {"PLAIN"      {.plain}  TEXT} \
614:             {"MIF"        {.mif}  TEXT} \
615:             {"PCL"        {.pcl}  TEXT} }
616:     if {$operation=="open"} {
617:         set file [tk_getOpenFile -filetypes $norm_types -parent $w -initialfile $ent -defaultextension $

ext] 
618:     } else { 
619:         if {$operation=="export"} {set norm_types $export_types}
620:         set file [tk_getSaveFile -filetypes $norm_types -parent $w -initialfile $ent -defaultextension $

ext]
621:     }
622:     set ff $file
623:     grab release $w
624: }
625:
626: proc save_graph_as {ftype export fname} {
627:     global gH DLG_invoked title fm fileName modified
628:     set DLG_invoked 1
629:     #puts "save_graph_as $ftype $export $fname"
630:     set w ".saveGraph"
631:     catch {destroy $w}; toplevel $w
632:     set operation save
633:     if {$export==1} {set operation export}
634:     if {$fname!={}} {
635:         set fileName $fname
636:         set type $ftype
637:     } else {
638:         fileDialog $w fileName $operation $ftype
639:         set type [string range $fileName [expr [string last "." $fileName]+1] end]
640:     }
641:     if {$fileName==""} {return}
642:     wm title . "$title - $fileName"
643:     if {$type=="xml"} {
644:         export_causalml $fileName
645:     } else {
646:         if {[catch {open $fileName w} f]} {warning "Unable to open file for write:\n$fileName; return"}
647:         $gH write $f $type; close $f
648:     }
649:     if {$type=="dot"} {set type canon; set modified 0}
650:     catch {destroy $w}
651:     set DLG_invoked 0
652: }
653:
654: proc load_graph {auto} {
655:     global title fm fileName gC include_path filetype
656:     set w ".loadGraph"
657:     catch {destroy $w}
658:     toplevel $w
659:     if {$auto==0} {fileDialog $w fileName open egal}
660:     if {$fileName != ""} { wm title . "$title - $fileName"
661:     if [regexp {\.xml} $fileName] { 
662:         set filetype xml
663:         puts "parsing CausalML file"
664:         parse_causalml $fileName 0 
665:     } else { parse_dot $fileName }
666: }
667: catch {destroy $w}
668: }
669:
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670: proc warning {m} {
671:     set w .warning
672:     catch {destroy $w}
673:     toplevel $w
674:     positionWindow $w
675:     wm title $w "Warning" 
676:     wm iconname $w "Warning"
677:     label $w.message -text "\nWarning:\n\n$m"
678:     pack $w.message -side top -anchor w
679:     focus $w;  grab $w
680:     bind $w <KeyPress-Return> "$w.confirm invoke"
681:     button $w.confirm -text OK -command "grab release $w; destroy $w"
682:     pack $w.confirm -side left -expand 1
683: }
684:
685: proc attributes_checkforchanges {window check updateaction} {
686:     global AE_currentobject AE_currentattributes ini_nodeswithpaths
687:     set modified 0
688:     foreach elem [pack slaves $window] {
689:         set value {}
690:         set attribute [string range $elem [expr [string last "." $elem]+2] end]
691:         if {![catch {set value [$elem.v get]}]} {
692:             set cattribute {}; catch {set cattribute [$AE_currentobject queryattributes $attribute]}
693:             if {$value!=$cattribute} {
694:                 set modified 1
695:                 if {$check==1} {break} else { 
696:                     regsub -all \{ $value {} value; regsub -all \} $value {} value
697:                     $AE_currentobject setattribute $attribute $value
698:                 }
699:             }
700:         } 
701:     }
702:     if {$check==1 & $modified==1} {
703:         $window.buttons.ok configure -state normal
704:     } else { 
705:         $window.buttons.ok configure -state disabled
706:     }
707:     if {$check==0 & $modified==1} {  
708:         eval $updateaction
709:         rendertoscreen 
710:     } 
711: }
712:
713: #############################################
714: # edit_attributes 
715: #   - attribute editor for nodes/edges-attributes
716: #############################################
717: proc edit_attributes {obj type caption modal} {
718:
719:     #############################################
720:     # add_attribute 
721:     #   - subroutine building attribute editor
722:     ############################################
723:     proc add_attribute {window attr value label updateaction} {
724:         #puts "addAttribute with window:$window | attr: $attr | value: $value | label: $label"
725:         if {$attr=={}} {return}
726:         pack [frame $window.e$attr] -side top
727:         pack [entry $window.e$attr.a] [entry $window.e$attr.v] 
728:         if {$attr != {}} {
729:             #puts "entry $window.e$attr.v"
730:             $window.e$attr.a insert end $label
731:             $window.e$attr.a configure -state disabled -relief flat
732:             regsub -all \{ $value {} value; regsub -all \} $value {} value
733:             $window.e$attr.v insert end $value
734:         }
735:         bind $window.e$attr.a <Return> "focus $window.e$attr.v"
736:         bind $window.e$attr.v <Return> {}
737:         bind $window.e$attr.v <KeyRelease> "+attributes_checkforchanges $window 1 {$updateaction}"
738:         pack $window.e$attr -side top 
739:         #focus $window.e$attr.v
740:     }
741:
742:     global fm gH gC window DLG_invoked AE_currentobject AE_currentattributes   
743:     set DLG_invoked 1
744:     set oldfocus [focus]
745:
746:     #puts "edit_attributes with $obj / $type "
747:
748:     if {$obj=="" || $AE_currentobject==$obj} {return}; 
749:
750:     if {$type=="node"} {
751:         set attrpairs {{Path ci_path} {Label ci_label}}
752:         set AE_currentattributes {ci_path ci_label}
753:         set updateaction {global ini_nodeswithpaths,AE_currentobject; update_singlenode $AE_currentobjec

t}
754:     } else {
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755:         set attrpairs {{Label ci_label}}
756:         set AE_currentattributes {ci_label}
757:         set updateaction {global AE_currentobject; update_singleedge $AE_currentobject}
758:     }
759:     
760:     set window $fm.w.attributes
761:     if {![winfo exists $window]} {
762:         toplevel $window  -class Dialog
763:         if {$modal==0} {
764:             centerWindow $window
765:         } else {
766:             positionWindow $window
767:         }
768:
769:         wm iconname $window Dialog
770:         wm protocol $window WM_DELETE_WINDOW {$window.buttons.cancel invoke}
771:         if { [winfo viewable [winfo toplevel [winfo parent $window]]]} {
772:             wm transient $window [winfo toplevel [winfo parent $window]]
773:         }
774:     } else {
775:         if {$modal!=0} {centerWindow $window}
776:         wm deiconify $window
777:         foreach wobj [winfo children $window] {destroy $wobj}
778:     }
779:     
780:     wm title $window $caption
781:     set AE_currentobject $obj
782:     foreach  pair $attrpairs {
783:         set label [lindex $pair 0]; set attr [lindex $pair 1]
784:         #puts "label $label / attr $attr"
785:         if {[catch { set value [$obj queryattributes $attr]}]} { set value {} } 
786:         add_attribute $window $attr $value $label {$updateaction}
787:     }
788:
789:     frame $window.spacer -height 3m -width 10; frame $window.buttons
790:     bind all <KeyPress-Return>  {+$window.buttons.ok invoke}
791:     bind all <KeyPress-Escape>  {+$window.buttons.cancel invoke}
792:     button $window.buttons.ok -text apply -command "attributes_checkforchanges $window 0 {$updateaction}

; set AE_currentobject {}; wm withdraw $window; grab release $window; focus $oldfocus; set DLG_invoked 0"
793:     $window.buttons.ok configure -state disabled
794:     button $window.buttons.cancel -text close -command "set AE_currentobject {}; wm withdraw $window; gr

ab release $window; focus $oldfocus; set DLG_invoked 0"
795:
796:     pack $window.buttons.ok -side left -expand 1
797:     pack $window.buttons.cancel -side left -expand 1
798:     pack $window.buttons -side bottom -fill x -pady 2m
799:     
800:     if {$modal!=0} {
801:         #focus $window; 
802:         grab $window;
803:         if {$modal==2} { 
804:             set tofocus [lindex [winfo children $window] 0].v
805:         } elseif {$modal==1} {
806:             set tofocus [lindex [winfo children $window] 1].v
807:         }
808:         $tofocus select from 0; $tofocus select to end; focus $tofocus
809:     }
810: }
811:
812: #############################################
813: # update single edge-label
814: #############################################
815: proc update_singleedge {edge} {
816:     global gH
817:     set ci_label [lindex [$node queryattributes ci_label] 0]
818:     $node setattributes label $ci_label
819: }
820:
821: #############################################
822: # update single node-label to show/hide path
823: #############################################
824: proc update_singlenode {node} {
825:     global gH ini_nodeswithpaths
826:     set ci_label {}; catch {set ci_label [lindex [$node queryattributes ci_label] 0]}
827:     set ci_path {}; catch {set ci_path [lindex [$node queryattributes ci_path] 0]}
828:     if {$ini_nodeswithpaths} {set new_label $ci_path\n$ci_label} {set new_label $ci_label}
829:     $node setattributes label $new_label
830: }
831:
832: #############################################
833: # update node-labels to show/hide path
834: #############################################
835: proc update_nodes {} {
836:     global gH
837:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {update_singlenode $node}
838:     rendertoscreen
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839: }
840:
841: #############################################
842: # delete_graphobject 
843: #   - deletes node or edge
844: #############################################
845: proc delete_graphobject {} {
846:     global DLG_invoked
847:     if {$DLG_invoked==1} {return}
848:     delete_graphitem
849: }
850:
851: #############################################
852: # edit_graphobject 
853: #   - edits node or edge
854: #############################################
855: proc edit_graphobject {} {
856:     global DLG_invoked gC focusedBasicItem focusedBasicType
857:     if {$DLG_invoked==1 || $focusedBasicItem=={} } {return}
858:     edit_attributes $focusedBasicItem $focusedBasicType "Properties" 0
859: }
860:
861: #############################################
862: # insert_graphobject 
863: #   - inserts node or edge
864: #############################################
865: proc insert_graphobject {} {
866:     global DLG_invoked gC focusedBasicItem focusedBasicType
867:     if {$DLG_invoked==1} {return}
868:     if {$focusedBasicItem=={}} {
869:         add_node
870:     } elseif {$focusedBasicType=="node"} {
871:         add_son $gC $focusedBasicItem 1
872:     }
873: }
874:
875: #############################################
876: # add edge
877: #############################################
878: proc add_edge {from to tolabel edgelabel fromfile} {
879:     global gH gC lastNode ini_nodecolor 
880:     regsub {^(\-)} $to $from to
881:     puts "add_edge from $from, to $to, tolabel $tolabel, edgelabel $edgelabel, fromfile $fromfile"
882:     set nodehandle {}
883:     catch {set nodehandle [$gH findnode $to]}
884:     if {$nodehandle=={}} {
885:         puts "addnode $to label $to-$tolabel ci_label $tolabel ci_path $to ci_graph $fromfile shape box"
886:         set ret [$gH addnode $to label $to\n$tolabel ci_label $tolabel ci_path $to ci_graph $fromfile sh

ape box]
887:     }
888:     if {$from!={}}  { 
889:         if {$tolabel=="" && $edgelabel==""} {
890:             puts "addedge $from $to dir back"
891:             set ret [$gH addedge $from $to dir back]
892:         } elseif {$tolabel=="" && $edgelabel!=""} {
893:             puts "tolabel empty, edgelabel set";
894:             puts "addedge $from $to ci_label $edgelabel label $edgelabel dir back"
895:             set ret [$gH addedge $from $to ci_label $edgelabel label $edgelabel dir back]
896:         } else {
897:             puts "addedge $from $to ci_label $edgelabel label $edgelabel dir back"
898:             set ret [$gH addedge $from $to ci_label $edgelabel label $edgelabel dir back]
899:         }
900:         set lastNode $from
901:     } else {
902:         set lastNode $to
903:     }
904:     set modified 1
905:     return ret
906: }
907:
908: #####################################
909: # Mark the current node as the beginning of a subgraph
910: #####################################
911: proc mark_as_subgraph_start {node} {
912:     global gH
913:     $node setattributes subgraph_start 1
914: }
915:
916:
917: #####################################
918: # Unmark the beginning of a subgraph
919: #####################################
920: proc unmark_subgraph_start {node} {
921:     global gH
922:     $node setattributes subgraph_start 0
923: }
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924:
925:
926: proc add_node_to_skeleton_graph {node} {
927:     global gH sgH
928:     set new_node [$sgH addnode]
929:     puts "Added Node: $new_node"
930:     set stop [$node queryattributes subgraph_start]
931:     $node setattributes mark $new_node
932:     if {$stop == 1} {
933:         $new_node setattributes shape house
934:         puts "Sub-Graph start, stopping recursion"
935:         set label [$node queryattributes label]
936:         regsub -all \{ $label {} label; regsub -all \} $label {} label
937:         puts "Label of Subgraph-placeholder: $label"
938:         $new_node setattributes label $label
939:         return $new_node
940:     }
941:     set label [$node queryattributes label]
942:     regsub -all \{ $label {} label; regsub -all \} $label {} label
943:     $new_node setattributes label $label
944:     $new_node setattributes shape [$node queryattributes shape]
945:     foreach edge [$node listoutedges] {
946:         set tmp_node [lindex [$edge listnodes] 1]
947:         set mark [$tmp_node queryattributes mark]
948:         if {$mark == 0 } {
949:             set to_node [add_node_to_skeleton_graph $tmp_node]
950:             puts "Adding edge from $new_node to $to_node"
951:             $sgH addedge $new_node $to_node dir back
952:         } else {
953:             set to_node $mark
954:             puts "Adding edge from $new_node to $to_node"
955:             $sgH addedge $new_node $mark dir back
956:         }
957:     }
958:     return $new_node
959: }
960:
961:
962: proc make_skeleton_dotgraph {args} {
963:
964:     global gH sgH
965:
966: # recursively create a new graph structure containing all
967: # the nodes up until subgraph start nodes
968:
969:     set sgH [dotnew digraphstrict orientation portrait shape box]
970:
971:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
972:         $node setattributes mark 0
973:     }
974:
975:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
976:         if { [ $node listinedges ] == {} } {
977:             set top_node $node
978:             puts "Top node: $top_node"
979:             set label [$top_node queryattributes ci_label]
980:             puts "   Label: $label"
981:             break
982:         }
983:     }
984:
985:     add_node_to_skeleton_graph $top_node
986:
987:     set tmp_ps [get_tmpfile]
988:     if {[catch {open $tmp_ps w} file]} { warning "Unable to create file: $tmp_ps"; return  }
989:     $sgH write $file "ps"
990:     execute "gv $tmp_ps" $tmp_ps "Error executing gv"
991: }
992:
993:
994: proc clear_subgraph_marks {args} {
995:     global gH
996:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
997:         $node setattributes subgraph_start 0
998:     }
999: }
1000:         
1001:
1002:
1003: ##################################### 
1004: # recursive reindexing of graphnodes
1005: #####################################
1006: proc reindex_node {level node autoindex} {
1007:     global gH
1008:     puts "Re-Indexing node $node"
1009:     set i 0
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1010:     # set label of first node
1011:     if {$level==0 && [$node queryattributes mark]=="-"} { 
1012:         $node setattribute mark $autoindex
1013:     }
1014:     set subs {} 
1015:     foreach edge [$node listoutedges] {
1016:         set dest [lindex [$edge listnodes] 1]
1017:         if {[$dest queryattributes mark]=="-"} {
1018:             set i [expr $i+1] 
1019:             $dest setattribute mark $autoindex.$i 
1020:             set subs [concat $subs "reindex_node [expr $level+1] $dest $autoindex.$i;"]
1021:         }
1022:     }
1023:     eval $subs
1024: }
1025:
1026: ##################################### 
1027: # reindexing of graph
1028: #####################################
1029: proc reindex_graph {startnode} {
1030:     global gH
1031:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {$node setattribute mark "-"}
1032:     if {$startnode=={}} {
1033:         foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1034:             if { [ $node listinedges ] == {} } {
1035:                 set startnode $node
1036:                 puts "reindex_graph-Startnode: $startnode"
1037: #               break
1038:             }
1039:         }
1040:         reindex_node 0 $startnode 1
1041:     } else {
1042:         reindex_node 0 $startnode [$startnode queryattributes ci_path]
1043:     }
1044:
1045:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1046:         set newindex [$node queryattribute mark]
1047:         if {$newindex!="-"} {
1048:             $node setattribute ci_path "$newindex"
1049:             $node setattribute mark ""
1050:         }
1051:     }
1052:
1053:     set unindexed 0
1054:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1055:         if {[$node queryattributes mark]==0} {
1056:             set unindexed [expr $unindexed+1]
1057:             $node setattribute ci_path "?$unindexed"
1058:         }
1059:         $node setattributes mark {}
1060:     }
1061:     update_nodes
1062:     set modified 1
1063: }
1064:
1065: ##################################### 
1066: # initialize_graph
1067: #####################################
1068: proc initialize_graph {} { 
1069:     global gH include_path fileName title
1070:     #orientation portrait strict ordering out rankdir LR 
1071:     set gH [dotnew digraphstrict orientation portrait shape box]
1072:     set include_path ""
1073:     set fileName ""
1074:     set type ""
1075:     wm title . "$title - <no filename>"
1076: }
1077:
1078:
1079:
1080: ##################################### 
1081: # export graph as CausalML
1082: #####################################
1083: proc export_causalml {filename} {
1084:     global gH
1085:     if {[catch {open $filename w} file]} { warning "Unable to create file: $filename"; return  }
1086:
1087: # find top node
1088:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1089:         if { [ $node listoutedges ] == {} } {
1090:             set topnode $node
1091:             break
1092:         }
1093:     }
1094:     set XMLStream [dot_to_dom $node]
1095:     puts $file $XMLStream
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1096:     close $file
1097: }
1098:
1099:
1100: #############################################
1101: # returns an nonexisting temp-filename
1102: #############################################
1103: proc get_tmpfile {} {
1104:     set tpid [eval pid {}]
1105:     set tpath "/tmp/"; append tfile  "tmp_ciedit_" $tpid "_"; set text 0;
1106:     while {[eval file exist {"$tpath$tfile$text"}]} {
1107:         set text [expr $text+1]
1108:     }
1109:     close [eval open {"$tpath$tfile$text"} w]
1110:     return $tpath$tfile$text
1111: }
1112:
1113: #############################################
1114: # delete tempfiles
1115: #############################################
1116: proc del_tmpfiles {temp} {
1117:     foreach tfile $temp { 
1118:         if {[eval file exist $tfile]} {catch {exec rm $tfile]}}
1119:     }
1120: }
1121:
1122:
1123: #############################################
1124: # executes cmd-command, deletes given tmpfiles after it
1125: # and displays errormessage when error occures 
1126: #############################################
1127: proc execute {command tmpfilestodelete warningmsg} {
1128:     #puts "tmpfilestodelete $tmpfilestodelete"
1129:     set error 0; set errormsg {}
1130:     if {$tmpfilestodelete=={}} { 
1131:         set error [catch {exec $command} errormsg]
1132:     } { 
1133:         if {[string range $command end end]=="&"} {
1134:             set haddollar 1;set command [string range $command 0 end-1]
1135:         } { set haddollar 0}
1136:         foreach tmpfile $tmpfilestodelete { append command "; rm $tmpfile" }
1137:         if {$haddollar} {append $command " &"}
1138:         set error [catch {exec sh -c ($command)} errormsg]
1139:     }
1140:     if {$error!=0} { warning "$warningmsg: $errormsg"} 
1141:     return $error
1142: }
1143:
1144: #############################################
1145: # calls extern scripts to make dot-ps-graph
1146: #############################################
1147: proc make_dotgraph {args} {
1148:     global gH
1149:     set tmp_ps [get_tmpfile]
1150:     if {[catch {open $tmp_ps w} file]} { warning "Unable to create file: $tmp_ps"; return  }
1151:     $gH write $file "ps"
1152:     execute "gv $tmp_ps" $tmp_ps "Error executing gv"
1153: }
1154:
1155:
1156: #############################################
1157: # calls extern scripts to make dot-ps-graph
1158: #############################################
1159: proc select_dotgraph_subgraph {args} {
1160:     global gH graph_starts
1161:
1162: # pop up a list containing all defined subgraph starts.
1163: # have the user select one and draw the subgraph under
1164: # it.
1165:
1166:     set graph_starts {}
1167:
1168:     set w .sgs_select
1169:     toplevel $w
1170:
1171:     frame $w.lvfm
1172:     listbox $w.lvfm.listview
1173:
1174:     bind $w.lvfm.listview <ButtonRelease-1> {
1175:         global start_node graph_starts
1176:         set start_index [.sgs_select.lvfm.listview curselect]
1177:         puts "Selection: $start_index"
1178:         set start_node [lindex $graph_starts $start_index]
1179:         puts "Start Node: $start_node"
1180:     }
1181:
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1182:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1183:         if { [$node queryattributes subgraph_start] == 1} {
1184:             set label [$node queryattributes ci_label]
1185:             regsub -all \{ $label {} label; regsub -all \} $label {} label
1186:             $w.lvfm.listview insert end $label
1187:             lappend graph_starts $node
1188:         }
1189:     }
1190:
1191:     frame $w.buttons
1192:     button $w.buttons.confirm -text OK -command {
1193:         global start_node w
1194:         make_dotgraph_subgraph $start_node
1195:         destroy .sgs_select}
1196:     button $w.buttons.cancel -text Cancel -command "destroy $w"
1197:     pack $w.lvfm.listview -fill both
1198:     pack $w.lvfm -fill both
1199:     pack $w.buttons.confirm $w.buttons.cancel -side left -expand y
1200:     pack $w.buttons -side bottom -fill x -pady 2m
1201: }
1202:
1203:
1204: proc add_node_to_tmp_graph {node} {
1205:     global gH sgH
1206:     set new_node [$sgH addnode]
1207:     $node setattributes mark $new_node
1208:     puts "Added node $new_node"
1209:     set label [$node queryattributes label]
1210:     regsub -all \{ $label {} label; regsub -all \} $label {} label
1211:     $new_node setattributes label $label
1212:     $new_node setattributes shape [$node queryattributes shape]
1213:     foreach edge [$node listoutedges] {
1214:         set tmp_node [lindex [$edge listnodes] 1]
1215:         set mark [$tmp_node queryattributes mark]
1216:         puts "Mark: $mark"
1217:         if {$mark == 0 } {
1218:             set to_node [add_node_to_tmp_graph $tmp_node]
1219:             puts "Adding edge from $new_node to $to_node"
1220:             $sgH addedge $new_node $to_node dir back
1221:         } else {
1222:             set to_node $mark
1223:             puts "Adding edge from $new_node to $to_node"
1224:             $sgH addedge $new_node $mark dir back
1225:         }
1226:     }
1227:     return $new_node
1228: }
1229:
1230:
1231: proc make_dotgraph_subgraph {top_node} {
1232:
1233:     global gH sgH
1234:
1235: # recursively create a new graph structure containing all
1236: # the nodes under the given node
1237:
1238:     set sgH [dotnew digraphstrict orientation portrait shape box]
1239:
1240:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1241:         $node setattributes mark 0
1242:     }
1243:
1244:     add_node_to_tmp_graph $top_node
1245:
1246:     set tmp_ps [get_tmpfile]
1247:     if {[catch {open $tmp_ps w} file]} { warning "Unable to create file: $tmp_ps"; return  }
1248:     $sgH write $file "ps"
1249:     execute "gv $tmp_ps" $tmp_ps "Error executing gv"
1250: }
1251:
1252:
1253: #############################################
1254: # reads a dot-file
1255: #############################################
1256: proc parse_dot {filename} {
1257:     global gH ini_nodeswithpaths
1258:     if {[catch {open $filename r} file]} { warning "Unable to open file: $filename"; return  }
1259:     catch {$gH delete}
1260:     set gH [dotnew digraphstrict orientation portrait shape box]
1261:     if {[catch {dotread $file} gH]} {  
1262:         warning "Invalid dot file: $filename"; close $file ; return 
1263:     } else { 
1264:         foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1265:             $node setattribute ci_path {}
1266:             if {[catch {set clabel [$node queryattributes label]}]} {set clabel {}};
1267:             regsub -all \{ $clabel {} clabel; regsub -all \} $clabel {} clabel
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1268:             set numbpos [string first "\\n" $clabel]
1269:             if {$numbpos!=0} {
1270:                 set cpath  [string range $clabel 0 [expr $numbpos-1]]
1271:                 set clabel [string range $clabel [expr $numbpos+2] end]
1272:             } else {
1273:                 set cpath [string range $name [expr [string last "\:" $name]+1] end]
1274:             }
1275:             $node setattribute ci_label $clabel
1276:             set name [$node showname]
1277:             regsub -all \{ $cpath {} cpath; regsub -all \} $cpath {} cpath
1278:             $node setattribute ci_path $cpath
1279:             #puts "$node -> $cpath | $clabel"
1280:             foreach edge [$node listoutedges] {
1281:                 if {[catch {set cclabel [$edge queryattributes label]}]} {set cclabel {}}
1282:                 $edge setattribute ci_label $cclabel
1283:                 #puts "$edge -> $cclabel"
1284:             }
1285:         }
1286:         #reindex_graph {}
1287:     }
1288:     close $file
1289:     update_nodes
1290: }
1291:
1292:
1293: ################################################
1294: # reads a CausalML file
1295: ################################################
1296: proc parse_causalml {filename issubgraph} {
1297:     global gH ini_nodeswithpaths
1298:     if {[catch {open $filename r} file]} { warning "Unable to open XML-File: $filename"; return  }
1299:     set gH [dotnew digraphstrict orientation portrait shape box]
1300:     puts "Reading XML file"
1301:     set XMLStream [read $file]
1302:     close $file
1303:     puts "Parsing XML structure"
1304:     set CausalDOM [::dom::DOMImplementation parse $XMLStream]
1305:     set factorlist [::dom::document getElementsByTagName $CausalDOM factor ]
1306:     eval [subst "set factorNodesList \{\$$factorlist\}"]
1307:     puts -nonewline "Extracting Factors "
1308:     foreach factorNode $factorNodesList {
1309:         puts -nonewline "."
1310:         flush stdout
1311:         set factorID [::dom::element getAttribute $factorNode id]
1312:         regsub "^_" $factorID {} factorID
1313:         set factorName [::dom::element getAttribute $factorNode name]
1314:         set factorKind [::dom::element getAttribute $factorNode kind]
1315:         set factorTextNodeList [::dom::document getElementsByTagName $factorNode text ]
1316:         eval [subst "set factorTextNode \{\$$factorTextNodeList\}"]
1317:         set factorTextData [::dom::node cget $factorTextNode -firstChild ]
1318:         set factorText [::dom::node cget $factorTextData -nodeValue ]
1319:
1320:         $gH addnode label "$factorText\n" ci_path $factorID ci_label $factorText shape box
1321:     }
1322:     puts ""
1323:     puts -nonewline "Extracting Causal Influences "
1324:     foreach factorNode $factorNodesList {
1325:         puts -nonewline "."
1326:         flush stdout
1327:         set factorID [::dom::element getAttribute $factorNode id]
1328:         regsub "^_" $factorID {} factorID
1329:         foreach to_node [$gH listnodes] {
1330:             set to_ID [$to_node queryattributes ci_path]
1331:             regsub "^_" $to_ID {} to_ID
1332:             if { $to_ID == $factorID } { break }
1333:         }
1334:         set causalFactorListPointer [::dom::document getElementsByTagName $factorNode causal_factor ]
1335:         eval [subst "set causalFactorList \{\$$causalFactorListPointer\}"]
1336:         if { $causalFactorList != {} } {
1337:             foreach cause $causalFactorList {
1338:                 set cause_ID [::dom::element getAttribute $cause is_node]
1339:                 regsub "^_" $cause_ID {} cause_ID
1340:                 foreach from_node [$gH listnodes] {
1341:                     set from_ID [$from_node queryattributes ci_path]
1342:                     if { $from_ID == $cause_ID } { break }
1343:                 }
1344:                 $gH addedge $to_node $from_node dir back
1345:             }
1346:         }
1347:     }
1348:     puts ""
1349:     update_nodes
1350: }
1351:
1352:
1353: ##################################################
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1354: # dot_to_dom
1355: # Create a DOM (XML) from the dot data structures
1356: ##################################################
1357: proc dot_to_dom {node} {
1358:     global gH CausalDOM
1359:     set newline_list {graph info all_factors factor all_causal_factors kind_declaration}
1360:     set seconds [clock seconds]
1361:     set date [clock format $seconds -format "%Y-%m-%d" ]
1362:
1363:     set CausalDOM [::dom::DOMImplementation create ]
1364:     set graphNode [::dom::document createElement $CausalDOM graph]
1365:     set infoNode [::dom::document createElement $graphNode info]
1366:     set dateNode [::dom::document createElement $infoNode date]
1367:       ::dom::document createTextNode $dateNode $date
1368:     set kind_declarationNode [::dom::document createElement $infoNode kind_declaration]
1369: # @@@@@ in a later version: list here all kinds of nodes that appear in the Graph,
1370: # @@@@@ each with unique name and ID
1371:     set kindNode [::dom::document createElement $kind_declarationNode kind]
1372:       ::dom::element setAttribute $kindNode id "generic_node"
1373:       ::dom::document createTextNode $kindNode "A generic node kind for ciedit"
1374:     set all_factorsNode [::dom::document createElement $graphNode all_factors]
1375:     puts -nonewline "Outputting nodes "
1376:     foreach node [$gH listnodes] {
1377:         puts "Outputting node $node"
1378:         puts -nonewline "."
1379:         flush stdout
1380:         set nodeID [$node queryattributes ci_path]
1381:         if { [ regexp "\[0-9\]" [string index $nodeID 0] ] } {
1382:             set nodeID "_$nodeID"
1383:         }
1384:         set nodeText [$node queryattributes ci_label]
1385:         regsub -all \{ $nodeText {} nodeText; regsub -all \} $nodeText {} nodeText;
1386:         set factorNode [::dom::document createElement $all_factorsNode factor]
1387:           ::dom::element setAttribute $factorNode id $nodeID
1388:           ::dom::element setAttribute $factorNode name $node
1389:           ::dom::element setAttribute $factorNode kind "generic_node"
1390:         set textNode [::dom::document createElement $factorNode text]
1391:           ::dom::document createTextNode $textNode $nodeText
1392:
1393:         if { [$node listoutedges] != {} } {
1394:             set all_causal_factorsNode [::dom::document createElement $factorNode all_causal_factors]
1395:             foreach edge [$node listoutedges] {
1396:                 set dest [lindex [$edge listnodes] 1]
1397:                 set destID [$dest queryattributes ci_path]
1398:                 if { [ regexp "\[0-9\]" [string index $destID 0] ] } {
1399:                     set destID "_$destID"
1400:                 }
1401:                 set causal_factorNode [::dom::document createElement $all_causal_factorsNode causal_fact

or]
1402:                   ::dom::element setAttribute $causal_factorNode is_node $destID
1403:             }
1404:         }
1405:     }
1406:     puts ""
1407:
1408:     set XMLStream [::dom::DOMImplementation serialize $CausalDOM -newline $newline_list]
1409:     return $XMLStream
1410: }
1411:
1412: #############################################
1413: # setup_menu
1414: #   - builds main menu
1415: #############################################
1416: proc setup_menu  {frame} {
1417:     global filetype
1418:     menubutton $frame.file  -text File  -underline 0  -menu $frame.file.m
1419:     menubutton $frame.graph -text Graph -underline 0 -menu $frame.graph.m
1420:     menubutton $frame.options -text View -underline 0 -menu $frame.options.m
1421:     menubutton $frame.tools -text Tools -underline 0 -menu $frame.tools.m
1422:     pack $frame.file $frame.graph $frame.options $frame.tools -side left
1423:
1424:     menu $frame.file.m -tearoff 0
1425:     menu $frame.graph.m -tearoff 0
1426:     menu $frame.options.m
1427:     menu $frame.options.m.zoom
1428:     menu $frame.tools.m -tearoff 0
1429:
1430:     $frame.file.m add command -label "New" -command { initialize_graph; rendertoscreen; }
1431:     $frame.file.m add command -label "Open Graph" -command { load_graph 0}
1432:     $frame.file.m       add command -label "Save" -command {global filetype fileName; save_graph_as $fil

etype 0 $fileName}
1433:     $frame.file.m add command -label "Save as..." -command "save_graph_as ci 0 {}"
1434:     $frame.file.m add separator
1435:     $frame.file.m add cascade -label "Export" -underline 1      -menu $frame.file.m.export
1436:     menu $frame.file.m.export -tearoff 0
1437:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "GIF   ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as gif 1 {}"
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1438:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "ISMAP ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as ismap 1 {}"
1439:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "IMAP  ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as imap 1 {}"
1440:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "HPGL  ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as hpgl 1 {}" 
1441:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "VRML  ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as vrml 1 {}" 
1442:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "VTX   ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as vtx 1 {}" 
1443:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "MP    ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as mp 1 {}" 
1444:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "PLAIN ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as plain 1 {}"

 
1445:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "MIF ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as mif 1 {}"
1446:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "PCL ..." -underline 1 -command "save_graph_as pcl 1 {}"
1447:     $frame.file.m.export add command -label "PostScript ..." -underline 0 -command "save_graph_as ps 1 {

}"
1448:     $frame.file.m add separator
1449:     $frame.file.m add command -label "Print Setup ..." -underline 0 -command "printSetup"
1450:     $frame.file.m add command -label "Print" -underline 0 -command "print"
1451:     $frame.file.m add separator
1452:     $frame.file.m add command -label "Exit" -command { release_popup {} {} {}; exit }
1453:
1454: #    $frame.graph.m add command -label "reindex whole graph" -command { reindex_graph {} }
1455:     $frame.graph.m add command -label "Clear all Subgraph marks" -command { clear_subgraph_marks {} }
1456:     $frame.graph.m add separator
1457:
1458:     # $frame.options.m add checkbutton -label "attributewindow visible" -variable ini_attributesvisible 

-command { if {$ini_attributesvisible} {catch {destroy $fm.w.t.attributes}} {setAttributes $selectedWidget $sel
ectedType} }
1459:     $frame.options.m add checkbutton -label "nodelabels with paths" -variable ini_nodeswithpaths -comman

d { update_nodes}
1460: #    $frame.options.m add checkbutton -label "nodelabels with blockmarks" -variable ini_showblockmarks -

command { update_nodes}
1461:     $frame.options.m add command -label "rerender graph" -accelerator "NUM+Enter" -command { rendertoscr

een }
1462:     $frame.options.m add cascade -label "Zoom" -underline 1 -menu $frame.options.m.zoom
1463:     $frame.options.m.zoom add command -label "+10%" -accelerator "NUM+" -command { zoom 10 }
1464:     $frame.options.m.zoom add command -label "-10%" -accelerator "NUM-" -command { zoom -1*10 }
1465:
1466:     $frame.tools.m add separator
1467:     $frame.tools.m add command -label "Make dotgraph" -command { make_dotgraph {}}
1468:     $frame.tools.m add command -label "Make dotgraph from subgraph" -command { select_dotgraph_subgraph 

{}}
1469:     $frame.tools.m add command -label "Make skeleton dotgraph" -command { make_skeleton_dotgraph {}}
1470:
1471:     tk_menuBar $frame $frame.file $frame.graph $frame.options $frame.tools 
1472:     focus $frame
1473: }
1474: ### GLOBAL CONSTANTS ###
1475: set ini_nodeswithpaths 1 ; set ini_nodecolor white;
1476: set ini_nodecolorfocused yellow ; set ini_nodecolorfocusedselected red
1477: set ini_nodepencolor black ; set ini_subgraphs 0
1478:
1479: ### GLOBAL VARIABLES ###
1480: set zoomFac 100;
1481: set dot_size "a4"; 
1482: set title "CiEdit2"; 
1483:
1484: # for selecting, currently not
1485: set selectedWidget {}; 
1486:
1487: # for focusing
1488: set focusedBasicItem {}; set focusedDistinctItem {}; 
1489: set focusedBasicType {}; set focusedDistinctType {};
1490:
1491: ### globals for creating and reconnecting edges ###
1492: set DE_connected  {} ; set DE_editmode {}; set DE_start {}
1493: set DE_startitem {}; set DE_edgeitem {}; set DE_savedcoords {}
1494:
1495: set modified 0; set fileName {no_name} ; set printCommand {lpr}
1496:
1497: ### globals for attribute editor ###
1498: set DLG_invoked {};          # binary, attribute editor invoked
1499: set AE_currentobject {};     # current object in attribute editor
1500: set AE_currentattributes {}; # current attributes shown for object in editor
1501:
1502: set fm {}; set movex 0; set movey 0; 
1503: set invokedPopup {}; set invokedType {}
1504: set oldCursor crosshair
1505: set zoomRect {}
1506: wm title . "$title - $fileName"
1507: wm iconname . "$title"
1508: frame $fm.m -relief raised -bd 2
1509: frame $fm.w
1510:
1511: setup_menu $fm.m
1512:
1513: pack  $fm.m   -side top    -fill x -expand 0 
1514: pack  $fm.w   -side bottom -fill both -expand 1
1515: frame $fm.w.g -background cyan
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1516: pack  $fm.w.g -side right  -fill both -expand 1 
1517: frame $fm.w.g.xf -height 10
1518: set gH {}
1519: initialize_graph
1520: set gC [canvas $fm.w.g.c  -borderwidth 0 -xscrollcommand "$fm.w.g.xf.x set"  -yscrollcommand "$fm.w.g.y 

set" ]
1521: create_popupmenus
1522: scrollbar $fm.w.g.xf.x -relief sunken -width 10 -orient horizontal -command "$gC xview"
1523: scrollbar $fm.w.g.y -relief sunken -width 10 -command "$gC yview"
1524: frame $fm.w.g.xf.dummy -width [expr [$fm.w.g.y cget -width]+4] -height [$fm.w.g.xf.x cget -width]
1525:
1526: pack $fm.w.g.xf -side bottom -fill x
1527: pack $fm.w.g.xf.x -side left -fill x -expand 1
1528: pack $fm.w.g.xf.dummy -expand 0
1529: pack $fm.w.g.y -side right -fill y
1530: pack $fm.w.g.c -expand 1 -fill both
1531:
1532: #$gC bind all <ButtonPress-1> "select_canvas_object $gC %x %y"
1533: # invoking popup menus
1534: bind $gC <ButtonPress-3> "invoke_popup  $gC %x %y"
1535: bind all <KeyPress-space> "invoke_popup  $gC %x %y"
1536: bind all <KeyPress-Delete> {delete_graphobject}
1537: bind all <KeyPress-Insert> {insert_graphobject}
1538: bind all <KeyPress-Return> {edit_graphobject}
1539: bind all <KeyPress-KP_Add> {zoom 10}
1540: bind all <KeyPress-KP_Subtract> {zoom -1*10}
1541: bind all <KeyPress-KP_Enter> {rendertoscreen }
1542:
1543: #bind . <Any-KeyPress> {puts "Symbolischer Tastenname (Keysym): %K"}
1544: #bind $gC <B3-Motion>            "zoom_box $gC %x %y"
1545: #bind $gC <ButtonRelease-3>  "zoom_end $gC %x %y"
1546:
1547: # focusing graph nodes/edges
1548: $gC bind all <Any-Enter>    "canvas_enter_object $gC"
1549: $gC bind all <Any-Leave>    "canvas_leave_object $gC"
1550:
1551: # drawing edges
1552: $gC bind all <ButtonPress-1> "start_drawing_edge %x %y"
1553: $gC bind all <B1-Motion> "drawing_edge %x %y"
1554: $gC bind all <ButtonRelease-1>  "stop_drawing_edge  %x %y"
1555:
1556: # dragging canvas
1557: bind $gC <ButtonPress-2>    "start_dragging $gC %x %y"
1558: bind $gC <B2-Motion>        "continue_dragging $gC %x %y"
1559: bind $gC <ButtonRelease-2>  "stop_dragging"
1560:
1561: $gC configure -cursor crosshair
1562:
1563: if {$argv!={}} {
1564:     set fileName $argv
1565:     load_graph 1
1566: }
1567:
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE graph>
<graph>
  <info>
    <date>2004-02-25</date>
    <kind_declaration>
      <kind id="generic_node">A generic node kind for ciedit</kind>
    </kind_declaration>
  </info>
  <all_factors>
    <factor name="node82" id="_0" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Impact</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node83" id="_1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Loss of control of aircraft</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.3"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node84" id="_1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Control surfaces ineffective</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.3"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node86" id="_1.3" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Loss of power of engines no. 3 and 4</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.3.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node87" id="_1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Unusually high angle of attack and banking angle</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.3"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node88" id="_1.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Take-off at too low airspeed</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.3"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node89" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Large flames under and behind left wing</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node90" id="_1.3.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Disruption of air flow to intakes of engines no. 3 and 4 (right)</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node91" id="_1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Final loss of power of engine no. 1</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node92" id="_1.1.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Immediate loss of power and shut-down of engine no. 2</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node93" id="_1.1.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Landing gear would not retract</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node94" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Fuel flows from tank no. 5 at high rate</text>
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      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node95" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Fuel is ignited by electric arcing</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node96" id="_1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Mechanical damage to engine no. 1</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node97" id="_1.1.1.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Ingestion of hot gases/kerosene into engine no. 1</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node98" id="_1.1.2.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Malfunction of landing gear bay door</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node99" id="_1.1.2.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Landing gear bay door hit and damaged by debris from tyre</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node100" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Front right tyre of left main landing gear bursts</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node101" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Front right tyre of left main landing gear runs over metal strip</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node102" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Tank no. 5 suffers a major leak</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node103" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Ingestion of pieces of tyre or other debris into engine no. 1 (outer left)</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node104" id="_1.1.1.2.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Ingestion of pieces of tyre or other debris into engine no. 2 (inner left)</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node105" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Unfortunate interaction between tank structure and fuel in tank no. 5</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1.2"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node106" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Large piece of tyre hits tank no. 5</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node107" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1.1.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Physical dimensions and properties of tank no. 5</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node108" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Metal strip lies on RWY</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
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    </factor>
    <factor name="node109" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Metal strip was not detected/removed by airport personnel</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node110" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>DC-10 loses metal strip during take-off</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node111" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Runway inspection delayed due to fire brigade exercises</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node112" id="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Sub-standard maintenance of DC-10</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node113" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2.1.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Brake Cooling Fan wiring is damaged by debris</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node114" id="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Loose wires still under voltage cause arcs</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.2.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node115" id="_1.1.1.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Ingestion of Kerosene/flames into engine no. 2</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.2.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node116" id="_1.1.2.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Crew continue take-off with failed engine</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.3"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node117" id="_1.1.2.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Flame develops after v1</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node118" id="_1.1.2.2.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>standard operating procedures</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node119" id="_1.1.2.2.3" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Crew not aware of size of fire</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.3.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.3.2"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node120" id="_1.1.2.2.3.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>Layout of Concorde fuselage and wings</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node121" id="_1.1.2.2.3.2" kind="generic_node">
      <text>no fire detection sensors except around engines</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.2.3.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node122" id="_1.1.2.2.3.2.1" kind="generic_node">
      <text>further fire detection sensors not deemed necessary</text>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node166" id="_1.1.2.3" kind="generic_node">
      <text>temporary loss of thrust of engine no. 1</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
    <factor name="node167" id="_1.1.3" kind="generic_node">
      <text>air speed becomes &lt; v_zrc</text>
      <all_causal_factors>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.1"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.1.2"/>
        <causal_factor is_node="_1.1.2.1"/>
      </all_causal_factors>
    </factor>
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  </all_factors>
</graph>





                     
                         Some thoughts on the Concorde ‘Gonesse’ accident

These thoughts are speculations - informed speculation I hope, but still speculations.

Taking things chronologically:

Early rotation

The first thing to say is that the early rotation probably had little to do with the final outcome. The
official report says that calculations using the actual thrusts available with the scheduled rotation
speed (198 kts) and engine-out climb attitude (13°) would have resulted in an altitude of 470 ft
(instead of 200 ft) and a speed of 200 kts at the time the second engine finally flamed out. This, as it
says, would not have been enough to give safety after that second failure. This is slightly misleading
as it uses the standard engine failed takeoff procedures. It does not consider the effect of  (say) the
correct Vr with a reduced climb-out attitude, which would have been the only hope of building up
enough airspeed to maintain altitude. Even so, I doubt very much that they could have got to the
requisite 300 kts. But anyway:-

Just before brake release the crew were given a forecast of an 8 kt tailwind. This meant that the
aircraft was 5 tonnes overweight measured against a tyre rolling speed limit (which was an absolute
velocity not an airspeed limit).
The pilot had the option to return and off load or delay but did not in fact respond to the tower’s
report, possibly because the windsock was showing very little wind. [Section 2.1.2 p 159 of English
version]
There was nothing untoward in the takeoff until the pilot initiated rotation at 183 kts with a 5° up
elevator application. The destruction of #2 tyre took place either very soon before or immediately
after rotation was initiated. At any event the pilot could have had no indication of any problem at the
time he pulled back on the stick. Early rotation was NOT a consequence of the tyre problem. Why
then did he initiate rotation about 15 kts early?

Speculation.

The pilot knew that he was likely to exceed formal tyre speed limits. However, he may also have been
aware from his training that the critical conditions for the tyres were a combination of centrifugal
stresses (ground speed) and vertical load. He could also have been aware that Concorde’s rotation
characteristics were rather special in that the act of initiating rotation first generated an
appreciable INCREASED tyre load. [This was because the elevons operated on a relatively short
arm and a fair amount of negative lift was required to give the necessary nose-up pitching moment]
However, if the rotation were initiated gently and below the normal scheduled speed the small
increase in wing incidence could produce a lift increment that would offload the tyres so that at
maximum speed the vertical loads could actually be held down. He MIGHT therefore have been
planning to use this ploy to avoid any tyre limit problems even though he was nominally outside
limits.

Slow rotation.

The subsequent rotation was rather slow (about 11 secs from initiation to mainwheels off of which 4
secs were used to raise the nosewheel – normally about the whole rotation would take about 7 secs).
This would be consistent with the foregoing hypothesis if he was aiming to get the scheduled V2 at
the screen with a deliberately early rotation. One may note also the comment on p.162 of the report
that the initial rotation rate was slower than usual (1°/sec), which the authors attribute to the crew
reacting to an abnormal situation and perhaps being conscious of a lack of speed. I believe this could
well be true of the subsequent rotation from N/W off to main wheels off, but I cannot see how they
could have reacted to a low speed situation at initiation of the rotation since they were barely aware



of any engine problem, if indeed they were aware of anything wrong at all at FDR time 97603, and
the rotation initiation/amount of elevator applied must have been decided just before this time (to
allow for pilot reaction time).

The defined engine failed takeoff technique called for a rotation that would get the aircraft to a
predetermined  attitude and speed V2 at the screen height of 35 ft (13°and 220 kts in this case). The
FDR outputs show that he did, in fact rotate to 13° by 35 ft (FDR 97616 or 617), but of course there
was simply not enough thrust to get the associated speed. A slow rotation would, I think, be an
automatic response to monitoring the attitude/speed variations to achieve the ingrained objectives.

[As a side issue, this slow rotation is not the mark of a man desperate to get off the deck before going
off the runway, which is one theory I have seen floated in the past]

Lateral deviation / missing spacer theory

The report makes a point of recording that there was no sign of abnormality in the taxying and
takeoff run up to the point of tyre destruction. There was no shimmy, no deviation from track, the
brake temperatures were equal RHS and LHS, and the longitudinal acceleration was consistent with
the TO mass and ambient conditions. Let us accept that ensemble as evidence that any bogie
misalignment due to the missing spacer became a potential problem only after the destruction of the
tyre.

Speculation

I cannot see how the bearing would migrate sideways except under the influence of some form of
sideways force. Normal turning on the runway/taxiway would produce such forces which would have
given some gradual movement over previous flights. Might it be that the large sideforces developed
in this double engine failure (see below for details) were the last straw that produced the final
displacement of the bearing and allowed the bogie to become misaligned? It would fit the known
facts.

It is a matter of fact that an aircraft subjected to an engine failure during the takeoff ground roll is
going to make a lateral departure from the runway centreline. In fact the process for establishing
Vmcg involves the determination of the minimum speed of engine failure from which an averagely
skilled pilot can hold the deviation to less than 10m (for a single engine failure). In practice, it needs
a damn good pilot with quick reactions to do this, not least because the cockpit lateral motions during
takeoff are generally sufficient to disguise the initial ‘swing’. In the case of a double engine failure of
course we should expect a bigger departure from the centreline.

The investigators got EADS to make calculations of the trajectory following the tyre failure/engine
surges. Their sums, which so far as I can tell did NOT include any additional drag from a misaligned
bogie, gave a maximum displacement of 22m compared with the actual 22.5m. This to me strongly
suggests that there were no large unknown forces kicking about. These same calculations showed
sideslip angles up to 3°. The calculated lateral accelerations at centre of gravity and in the cockpit
agree with the FDR records.



The lateral ‘g’ at the CG is especially relevant – it indicates the sideforce acting along the aircraft ‘Y’
axis. This can only come from the aerodynamic forces (principally the fin and rudder), gravity forces
due to bank angle (zero in this case) or tyre forces. A very quick and crude calculation suggests that
the fin/rudder at these airspeeds and slip angles is contributing about 50% of the force, so we have
about 0.1 ‘g’s worth of tyre force. Taking the mass at this point as say 183 tonnes, we have about
18000 daN sideforce from the two legs or 9000 daN/leg. This goes with a sideslip of about 3°. If in
addition the LH bogie were misaligned by say 2.5° there could be a ‘drag’ force of 9000 tan 2.5° or
392 daN. This will produce a maximum loss of acceleration of 0.02 m/sec², which isn’t going to set
the world on fire! [I hope I’ve got those numbers right – working in SI units is not my strong point]
Incidentally, this 392 daN may be compared with the 1000 daN ‘at most’ drag force suggested by the
Messier analysis. Even if you were to take the whole 9000 daN of the sideforce as drag (which is
what I think Bernd is doing) you would only get an acceleration decrement of 0.5 m/sec², and this
would be the MAXIMUM instantaneous effect as can be seen by looking at the lateral acceleration
graph.

The explanation is that any tyre forces are proportional to the vertical reaction between tyre and
ground. If we accept that the phase of interest is after the tyre destruction we are into the rotation
phase of the takeoff. During this time (11 seconds) the vertical reaction is rapidly diminishing as the
aircraft wings develop lift, falling of course to zero and zero wheel ‘drag’ at lift off. Assuming a
linear relationship the average decrement would be at most 0.25 m/sec² which over 11 seconds
would give only 2.75 m/sec (5.3 kts) difference which is not sufficient to make any real improvement
in the outcome. This, I repeat, is the MAXIMUM that one could contemplate – the resolved
sideforce component which I believe to be more realistic would give much smaller effects. 

So I believe that the accident report authors were justified in not pursuing the question any further.

Initial Engine Surges

The official report describes the events as a significant loss of thrust on engines 1 and 2 at or about
FDR 97603, i.e. almost contemporary with initiation of rotation. At first I had some problems to
reconcile this with the FDR records which show very little reduction in the health parameters (N1,
N2, EGT, P7) of engine 1 at this time – they show a much greater variation at FDR 97610. I think the



explanation is that engine 1 did not surge at 97603 but it did experience a significant thrust loss due
to reheat flameout. In this I differ from the official report which describes the event as the ‘first’
surge on engine 1. Engine 2 however suffered a much greater upset. 

On examination engine 2 had no evidence of FOD and the surge is ascribed to hot gas ingestion.

Some 7 seconds after this first thrust loss engine 1 surged, just as the aircraft was entering the critical
airborne rotation phase. This really screwed up the pilot’s ability to make a safe takeoff. This surge
on engine 1 is also ascribed to hot gas ingestion even though, on my analysis, it did not actually
surge after the first blast of hot gases.

Speculation

Concorde’s intake was designed with sharp leading edges to minimise cruise drag. The consequence
was that at low speeds and high engine mass flow demands the airflow would separate off the
leading edges causing a ‘bubble’ that restricted the ability of the intake to supply the necessary air.
The solution was to incorporate ‘auxiliary intakes’ in the underside of the nacelle which had ‘blow-
in doors’ which opened automatically if the engine demand produced excessive suction inside  the
intake proper.

As can be seen, these were ideally placed to ingest hot gases/flames. In the first event both auxiliary
doors would have been open and the first to receive hot gases would have been the inner (#2) engine
which would have taken the brunt of the ‘attack’. #1 engine would have ingested some hot gas, but
most of it would have been swallowed by #2 which flamed out. However, in any subsequent
incursions of the fire towards the intakes (and the fire was not a steady affair) the auxiliary intake of
#2 would be closed because the engine was no longer sucking, so that #1 engine auxiliary intake was
the first ‘hole’ with suction met by the flames. This could account for the apparent increase in
sensitivity of #1 to hot gases.

There is another aspect that follows from this. When #1 surged in its turn the auxiliary intake would
close and remain closed whilst mass flow demand on #1 remained low. However, if and when #1
recovered and started sucking again the intake would open and again be vulnerable to hot gas
ingestion. One consequence of this postulated situation is that it would never have been possible to



redevelop full thrust on #1 because of this self-limiting characteristic. This could indeed have been
the reason for the final, fatal, surge of #1.

Runway light/lateral excursion

Late in the rotation the aircraft had veered off sufficiently that the LH gear ran over a runway light,
destroying the light and scattering debris. Given that #1 engine was the only engine running on that
side at the time, that it alone exhibited signs of ‘hard object’ FOD and that it surged at about this
time, it is tempting to theorise that these events are linked. However, earlier experience of running
over such lights (during a flight test to see if the aircraft could be landed ‘nose-up’) suggests that the
light debris would have produced ‘pepper-pot’ damage on the elevons and rear part of the wing
rather than be projected forwards and upwards into the intake. In addition the engines were designed
and tested to be capable of ingesting such small material and continue to operate.

For the reasons discussed earlier I do not believe that running off the runway was uppermost in the
pilot’s mind at this point – he had much more to worry about in that it didn’t look as if he was going
to achieve his intended safety speed. And of course the rotation was slower than usual rather than
hurried to get off before running off the tarmac. So yes, I am suggesting that “the sideways slip to the
edge of the runway was likely not a factor in the rotation/lift-off decision.” [PBL e-mail of  07/01]





(This is the second Email from Clive Leyman, LEY04b, from 20 January, 2004)
----

Hi both,

I will try to get my remarks into a longish e-mail with attachments Bernd,
so you won't have to mess about trying to open Word documents.

> Ignition source

> I may, in the final version, add the most likely source, which I believe
was the wiring for the brake

>cooling fans.

OK, let's not waste any more time on this one - I agree that the most likely
source of ignition was something associated with the cooling fan supply.

>Additional drag of left main landing gear

>Here are two separate issues, the first one being the additional drag (i.
e.  force along the trajectory,

>but in opposite direction), which may well have been so small as to be
almost negligible, and

>under normal conditions I would believe your calculations of at _most_ 5kts
lower take off airspeed

>to be convincing.

OK again, let us pass on this although I stress again that 5 kts is an UPPER
limit for the effect of this

>Yet there is the problem with the skid marks,

>I'll try to get at the sideforce necessary to offset the asymmetric thrust
from another angle:



I have done more work on this (described below)

>So the question remains why the aircraft veered to the left side as much as
it did. Combined with

>the strong skid marks of the left landing gear (even before the start of
the soot on the runway) and

>almost no skid marks of the right landing gear, it indicates that there
must have been another factor

>other than only a slightly misaligned bogie and only 3 instead of 4 rolling
tyres.  Even though

>nothing specific was found by the investigation, I am not convinced by
their 7 pages in the report.

>In my judgment they do not make a persuasive argument why the landing gear
did not contribute

>significantly to the non-straight trajectory between Vr and main gear
lift-off.

The work described below gives my explanation of why the aircraft veered
off. I don't think the accident investigators ever said that the landing
gear did not contribute to the non-straight trajectory - on the contrary it
has a significant influence.

But what I don't understand is why you give it such importance as a CAUSE of
the accident. For the investigators, as for me, the lateral deviation was a
CONSEQUENCE of the engine failure and pilot actions. The primary cause was
the inability to attain a safe flying speed because of inadequate thrust. If
there was a mechanism by which the lateral motion could have triggered a
loss of thrust then I could agree with you that it could be an important
factor, but I cannot see any such mechanism. Why, in fact, do you consider
the lateral motion to be important (given that we agree the consequent drag
effects to be rather small)?

>Also the data recordings (appendix 4, p. 5) do not show any oscillation in
engine no. 1 performance



>as Clive had suggested, by repeated opening and closing of the auxiliary
inlet vanes.

Oh I didn't mean to imply any cyclical variation of thrust from this, only
that the possibility of ingesting flame through the #1 auxiliary door (#2
door being closed) might set an upper limit to the thrust that could be
generated on #1.

New analysis

Perhaps I ought to start with some definitions. Aircraft motion is most
readily calculated using axes that are fixed relative to the body of the
aircraft. This is so automatic that the accident reporters would not even
bother to mention it. In these axes sideforce is always the force acting at
right angles to the fuselage centreline and thrust an drag always act along
or parallel to this centreline. I will refer to these as aircraft axes.

These aircraft axes obviously move relative to the earth, and the aircraft
motion across these earth axes is the sum of its motion around the aircraft
axes and that of the aircraft axes in earth axes. Unfortunately the accident
report seems to switch happily from one to the other assuming that the
reader will sort it out. Anyway :-

When an engine fails the aircraft obviously experiences an out of balance
yawing moment which starts it rotating around the 'z' axis. If there were no
fin and rudder and on a frictionless (or icy) runway the aircraft would
career down the runway centreline rotating as it went. In aircraft axes
there is no sideforce to generate any other motion in this case.

But of course we have both fin and rudder and a dry runway that produces
friction.

The initial rotation of the aircraft  combines with a trajectory that is
still straight along the runway centreline to produce a sideslip angle (in
aircraft axes again). This sideslip produces two new forces that change
everything.

The fin generates an aerodynamic sideforce that starts to drive the aircraft
sideways along the 'y' axis. Because of its location relative to the CG it
also applies a yawing moment opposing that coming from the engine failure.

The tyres generate a 'mechanical'  sideforce  from their slippage across the
runway, just as car tyres do in cornering. However, the tyres are much



closer to the CG and their yawing moment contribution is low.

In addition, the pilot will attempt to control the yawing motion by applying
rudder, which essentially has the same type of effect as the fin.

Can we quantify these effects to rank their importance?

Using some fairly basic aerodynamic methods we can get a handle on the fin
and rudder contributions.

Taking a speed of 185 kts (about mid-rotation), I have calculated that the
sideforce from fin and rudder would be:

Fin about 2150 lbf (9.5 kN) per degree of sideslip

Rudder about 1635 lbf (7.3 kN) per degree of rudder

In aircraft axes we can calculate the total sideforce if we know the mass
and the lateral acceleration (which we do). [Incidentally, the lateral
acceleration graphs taken from the EADS simulation and presented in the
accident report seem to have been mislabelled or something. Anyway, the
accelerations they show as positive should be negative to agree with the
FDR]

Taking as an example time 97605, the peak lateral acceleration, we have ny =
0.25 and the mass is say 185 tonnes, so the total sideforce would have been
102,000 lbf  (454 kN)

The sidelip was 3° and the rudder angle 20°, so their contribution would
have been 39150 lbf (174 kN) The remaining  62850 lbf (280 kN) must have
come from the tyres. [Note that this ratio is slightly different from my
earlier guesstimate that about half the force would come from the
fin/rudder. Note also that Bernd uses 180 tonnes mass, but they started at
186 tonnes, and I don't think that even the Ol 593 drinks 6 tonnes a minute]

For the yawing moment we have a moment arm of 20 m for the fin/rudder and
about 1 m for the tyres, so



Fin/rudder moment 3480 kNm

Tyres                         280 kNm

Total                       3760 kNm

For the engine out moment I'll take Bernd's 170 kN at 4.5 m which gives a
mere 765 kNm. This enormous discrepancy may seem surprising, but the EADS
calculations show a large difference between lateral accelerations at CG and
cockpit in a sense to yaw the aircraft to the right at this time, and the
aircraft is starting to return to track, so there must have been a
substantial restoring yawing moment over and above that necessary to merely
balance the engine thrust loss. It also explains why the pilot was
subsequently able to back off the rudder to 10° or less and still maintain
lateral control. It also seems to be compatible with Bernd's remarks

> The fin/rudder is about 20m behind the CoG, so it has to create a
sideforce of around 34000N (or 3400daN). (This seems very little, and I
wonder if it merits a 10 degree rudder deflection,  as recorded by the
FDR).<

So what we have is that most of the sideforce comes from the tyres and most
of the yawing moment from the fin/rudder.

This of course is a snapshot at a single point in time, and as I intimated
in my previous message the relative contributions change as the weight on
the wheels change. From the above, since both fin force and tyre force are
proportional to sidelip I thought it would be interesting to see how the
lateral acceleration varied with sideslip and airspeed. Assuming
proportionality I plotted lateral acceleration (as a measure of total
sideforce)  divided by sideslip against time (as a rough indication of
airspeed in the rotation phase). With a bit of allowance for inaccuracies
when sideslip (beta) is near zero so 1/beta is large there is a remarkably
clear picture that shows how the effect of the tyre forces falls to zero as
the aircraft approaches lift off. (see attachment)

Going back to the question of lateral track divergence, what we seem to have
is a set of forces, mostly from the tyres, that are pushing the aircraft to



the left in aircraft axes. Since the aircraft axes are initially parallel to
the runway centreline, and never more than 4° away from that this motion in
aircraft axes is also a movement towards the edge of the runway. This
movement towards the edge is supplemented by the sideways component of
forward velocity. The average displacement of aircraft heading from runway
centreline during the 7 seconds between initiation of rotation and lift off
is about 2°. At an average speed of 185 kts this would give a lateral
displacement of 23 metres. [The report states that the displacement at lift
off was 22.5 m]

I don't see any mystery here. An average heading change of 2° with a maximum
heading change of  4° after an engine failure doesn't seem excessive, and
would explain much of the displacement. The tyre sideforce certainly
contributed to the lateral motion; exactly how much would require more
detailed calculations than I can make at home.

One point that is still outstanding is whether the missing spacer gave rise
to greater or lesser tyre sideforces (the calculations made above merely
calculate what the force was, not what it should have been for the wheel
reaction and slip angle). I don't pretend to be an expert, but if I have
correctly interpreted the attached sketch of tyre behaviour in slipped
conditions then the bogie would have been rotated in such a way as to reduce
tyre slip and sideforce. I say this because each individual tyre has a
restoring moment. In addition the loads on the left hand bogie would have to
be redistributed after failure of tyre #2. I can't see its twin on the front
axle being able to withstand a sudden application of twice its normal load,
so some of the extra must be carried by the rear pair of wheel. In this
case, since they see the same slip as the remaining front wheel but together
carry more reaction than that front wheel the net forces on the bogie would
be such as to give a moment in a sense to rotate the bogie beam so as to
reduce the slip angle of the tyres. If the bogie was free to rotate under
this moment because of the missing spacer then the slip on all the left hand
tyres would have been reduced along with the sideforce developed.

Finally, although it is a completely different aircraft and incident, I
attach a diagram showing the sequence of lateral deviation/sideslip etc
which seems to me to show the Concorde sequence in an understandable form.

I hope I have those attachment right!

Clive









(This is the third Email by Clive Leyman, also from 20 January 2004)

Peter,

You will have to forgive my artists impression of an aircraft skating down
an icy runway - it wasn't really of much use to the argument anyway!

The point is that rudder is used to counteract rotation about the
(aircraft and runway) z axis, and this rudder use generates a
sideforce equal to
((engine thrust) x (dist engine from CoG))/(dist rudder from CoG)
or
(engine thrust) x ((dist engine from CoG)/(dist rudder from CoG))
i.e.
(engine thrust) x Y, where
Y = (dist engine from CoG)/(dist rudder from CoG)

The factor Y looks to be a factor of about 4 or 5.

[I think you mean 0.25 or 0.2?]

What is it really?

Not so!. You are assuming that the applied rudder is only just enough to
balance the engine moment. This is not necessarily the case. At speeds below
about 132 kts for example even full rudder would not be enough to counter
the moment from an outer engine failure; above 132 kts (Vmca) ever
decreasing amounts would be needed because:

a) Although not taken into account in any of the discussions to date (as
unnecessarily confusing matters) the engine thrust usually falls with
increasing speed because of increasing momentum drag (the drag of the
entering air which is slowed by the time it gets to the engine face). But
for Concorde this is partially offset by increasing intake efficiency as the
flow around those sharp intake leading edges cleans up. Best to assume
constant thrust I felt.

b) The rudder power increases as the square of the airspeed, as does the fin
power.

You also have to include fin generated moments as well as rudder moments.
The aircraft will experience sideslip,so there will be a restoring moment
even if no rudder is applied. The rudder moment is additional and both fin
and rudder contributions are normally required. So if say 5° slip plus 30°
rudder are enough to balance an outer failure at 132 kts (with the
sideforces balanced by a judiciously applied bank angle) then at 185 kts
about 2.5° slip and 15° rudder would also balance an outer failure. What we
had here was an inner engine failure, for which the engine moment arm was
about 16 ft rather than 20 ft (I am working off a VERY small drawing) so
that around 2° slip and 12° rudder would suffice. But we know that he



applied 20° rudder -  why?. The answer is that by the time the pilot has
appreciated that he has a problem the aircraft will have already diverged in
heading and track and be swinging ever more violently with each seconds
delay, so that he will need to apply corrective rudder on top of the bare
minimum needed to balance the engine out moment if he is to regain his
proper flight path. So it isn't really relevant to consider just the rudder
needed to balance the engine out moments.

As for the value of 'Y', the engine arms are as above, the CG would have
been at 54% reference root chord (90 ft long, TE on the intersection of the
wing TEs extended to the aircraft centreline), the fin centre of pressure at
25% fin mean chord and the rudder centre of pressure at 50% fin mean chord.
Usually I wrap those together at about 40% chord, so again from my small
scale drawing the arm would be 58 ft and 'Y' for the inner engine 0.27 and
for an outer it would be 0.34

When engine thrust is 170kN, then this sideforce must be about
34kN, taking my factor of 5. This is conservative, as argued.

With the values of Y given above for an inner failure the sideforce
calculated this way would be 46 kN

So, to keep the AC on the centerline, the tires have to resist
about 34kN sideways force.

Well unless I have got it COMPLETELY screwed, I think that having the wheel
inclined to the left of the path over the ground (positive sideslip as it
was in the early part of this incident) will produce tyre forces which are
also to the left. I refer you to the attachment pic3-1-3 of my previous
message which shows a wheel inclined to the right of track and generating a
force to the right. See also Figs 77 and 78 of the accident report which
also show wheels inclined to the right of track with forces to the right.
This means that the tyre forces are not resisting but ADDING to the
sideforce on the aircraft. To be honest I can't see how 0.25 lateral 'g' can
be developed without some such force - clearly the fin and applied rudder
aren't man enough to give the forces that would generate that sort of
acceleration.

You say that

     The average displacement of aircraft heading from runway centreline
     during the 7 seconds between initiation of rotation and lift off
     is about 2°. At an average speed of 185 kts this would give a lateral
     displacement of 23 metres.

This entails that a Concorde pilot has (about) seven seconds to get his
airplane airborne if an engine fails at rotation. I don't buy that.
If that were true, then an engine failure at TO would be a very big
deal indeed. I would guess, rather, that the rudder can keep the AC more
or less lined up. Or what am I missing?



Again not so, he can take as long as he likes within reason. The seven
seconds is just the time he took for rotation in this particular case, which
we have already noted was a rather slow rotation, even in an engine failed
case. The whole point of the techniques used is to ensure that a safe
climb-out speed and an appropriate attitude are acheived by the time the
aircraft gets to 35ft screen height. If he needs to slow down the rotation
or reduce the 'g' pulled in the flare then so be it. The required takeoff
distances are calculated on the assumption of a particular rotation and
flare time history developed in flight test and which is calculated to
acheive the required speed at the screen, and this becomes the datum
technique if you like. To allow for variations in piloting technique (as in
this case where he rotated early) the distances are also evaluated for a
range of 'abuse' cases where early, late or slow rotations are assumed and
it is checked that the resultant field lengths will not exceed the scheduled
field, albeit with reduced margins. In this particular case he had plenty of
runway left and he could, if he had wished, reduced the amount of 'g' he
pulled in the flare to get  more speed at the screen. However, since the
outer engine was also not delivering thrust in those critical moments it
would not have done him much good.

The right wing is probably generating lots more lift than the left wing,
because of the exhaust of the functioning engines accelerating the
airflow under the wing (they are underslung). So the main (resultant)
weight of the AC is on the left main gear and the main resistance to
the 34kN sideforce thus has to come from the left main gear.

Again not so! (I seem to be disagreeing with you pretty thoroughly today
don't I?) This  isn't an aircraft with a lot of propwash, and I don't think
there would be any appreciable difference between the two wings. If anything
I would have argued to the contrary that the reduced engine airflow on the
left would have produced an increased pressure on the underside of the left
wing, which would increase the lift on that side, but as I said that is
really peanuts.

Best regards

Clive





AIR FRANCE SILENT ON LANDING GEAR OF CRASH CONCORDE.

(PARIS - 18Apr01). Air France declined to comment on Wednesday on its maintenance of
the landing gear on the Concorde airliner which crashed last July, following reports that a
fault in the undercarriage may have caused the disaster. Former Concorde flight crew told
AFP that the failure to replace a vital piece of undercarriage equipment, called a spacer,
raised questions over the maintenance operations of Air France. The French BEA air
accident investigation office said last week the crash of the Air France Concorde was not
caused by a missing part from the plane's under-carriage, responding to recent press
reports.

"Air France is not commenting on the subject," a spokeswoman said, referring inquiries to the
Bureau Enquetes-Accidents. Under French law, Air France was not free to make any
statements while the inquiry was going on, she added. But former Concorde Captain Jean-
Marie Chauve and flight engineer Michel Suaud have given expert evidence to a judicial
inquiry, which is separate from the BEA crash investigation, alleging that the absence of the
part probably caused the crash. Chauve and Suaud believe the failure to replace the spacer
during routine maintence of the undercarriage caused an unintended braking effect on the
left landing gear, pulling the plane to the left on take-off, overheating the undercarriage and
weakening the tyres. They argue that the tyres had already punctured before they hit a metal
strip, which had fallen from a Continental Airlines DC10 aircraft, tearing large chunks off the
Concorde's tyres, which then pierced the fuel tanks.
The absence of the undercarriage part raised questions about the quality of Air France's
maintenance of its own aircraft, they said.

"Air France sells its maintenance services to foreign airlines," Suaud said. "This maintenance
is known around the world to be excellent. Now you have to ask (about) the quality of
maintenance of its own planes."

(from http://www.yalpa.org/safety/accident005.htm, 25 January
2004)


